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We as editors tried to make the magazine much more accessible by adding a link to each article
as included in the Table of Contents, which gives you direct access to the article itself. Any
suggestion is most welcome. The Editors are not aware of all organisations and persons publishing
about ME on the social media. Thus we hope you will be wiling to share the publication of this issue
on each wall and site you have access to, increasing the reach and impact of the magazine. We
would be very grateful if you did.

At all times remember Severe ME:
https://youtu.be/BoVvJzmmVWg
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3. Editorial
Dear friends,
Thanks to several of your contributions, we’re able to present
the 29th edition of the ME Global Chronicle. As usual, it lists the most important
events that occurred over the course of the last 3 months and the current state
of affairs surrounding ME at many different places around the globe.
There seems to be a trend in the acknowledgement of ME as a bio-medical disease
in many, if not most countries being thwarted by the biopsycho(anti)social
stranglehold that it has found itself in for decades. Hence why we direct your
attention towards three petitions: one in Norway, one in the US and one in the UK
(see section Petitions for more info)
The power of negativity also breeds positive power. Patients everywhere refuse to
allow their voices to be stifled, and why would they? They are the ones coping
with this horrible condition every second - day and night; instead of being tended
to by those who ought to provide them with the necessary care and the
acknowledgement of the seriousness of their affliction, they are assigned those
who, despite being aware of the well-known severeness, choose to intentionally
trivialize the grave nature of the condition by opting for terms such as 'fatigue'
and generalizing terminology of the like, only giving the occasional helpful
definition.
Fortunately, social media allows everyone of us to be everywhere at any time.
Except for those whom we don't know, who suffer greatly in the darkest recesses
of their bedrooms. If only we could reach out to them of all people. Anyone who
has any ideas about that, please feel free to share them. They have definite places
in our hearts.
Nothing short of praise for all of you, every single one of you.

The editors, Eddy Keuninckx and Rob Wijbenga
PS: We're aiming to release the next edition around December 22nd. Deadline for
your submissions is December 10th, but be sure to send in whatever you'd like to
see published before that date! We’ll store it and include it anyway when deemed
fit.
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4. NIH/CDC/HHS
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NIH Creates Council To Advance
ME-Research
The National Institutes of Health (NIH) has formed a new council focused on how
best to advance research into myalgic encephalomyelitis / chronic fatigue
syndrome (ME/CFS).
The committee, called the NANDS Council Working Group for ME/CFS Research
(http://bit.ly/2xeaYcS), will be comprised of scientists, clinicians, representatives
from advocacy organizations, and individuals with ME, including a representative
from #MEAction. The committee will be housed in the National Institute of
Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS).
The NANDS council has been charged with “providing scientific guidance on how
best to advance research in ME/CFS at the NIH,” including:
Identifying gaps and opportunities in ME/CFS research;
Considering unique opportunities for NIH-supported ME/CFS research to
attract and train a pipeline of new and young investigators in this field;
Identifying potential approaches to enhance ongoing research collaboration
and communication between relevant advocacy organizations, individuals
with ME/CFS, researchers, and federal agencies focused on funding research
in ME/CFS.
NANDS provides a real opportunity for scientists, clinicians, and advocacy groups
like #MEAction and Solve ME/CFS Initiative (SMCI) to come to the table and help
guide research initiatives. #MEAction is glad to have a seat at that table.
The council members will include: Chair Steven Roberds, PhD, Armin Alaedini,
PhD, Lucinda Bateman, M.D., Dane Cook, Ph.D, Carol Head from SMCI,
Anthony Komaroff M.D., Amrit Shahzrad MBBS, MBA, Steven Schutzer, M.D.
and Jennifer Brea from #MEAction.
While NANDS is a positive step in the right direction, we will continue the vital
fight for urgent and comprehensive action commensurate with the disease burden
of ME. We have secured a meeting (http://bit.ly/2QAHNZs) with NIH Director,
Francis Collins, where we will press forward with our demands
(http://bit.ly/2QAHNZs).
Read more about the NANDS Council Working Group: http://bit.ly/2xeaYcS.
A Note about CFSAC
The NANDS working group is in no way similar to CFSAC. It has a different
purpose, framing, and is under the auspices of a different organization: it cannot
replace CFSAC!
We will not give up the fight to reinstate CFSAC. Though CFSAC was far from
perfect, the committee enabled communication across federal agencies and
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engaged patients to provide advice and recommendations to the U.S Secretary of
Health regarding ME.

On Friday, Sept. 14th, #MEAction
organized (http://bit.ly/2MF6q3Q) a
virtual protest to demand a more robust
committee for ME be instated, and a
meeting with the U.S Secretary of
Health, Alex Azar to discuss our
concerns. Check out photos from our
virtual protest under the hashtag
#MissionNotAccomplishedHHS on social
media.

Source: ME Action http://bit.ly/2OtxK78
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Rest In Power, CFSAC
The
Chronic
Fatigue
Syndrome
Advisory
Committee
(CFSAC)
(http://bit.ly/2xqyAKC) is dead. Both the website and the email listserv made the
announcement on September 6th: “The charter for the Chronic Fatigue Syndrome
Advisory Committee expired on September 5, 2018.”
A sudden death under unusual circumstances necessitates an autopsy.
One of the major aspects of my advocacy career has been CFSAC-watch. I believe
that the end of CFSAC is a significant blow to the ME community, but I also know
that we can overcome this damage. I have many more words to say, but in this
post I will address:
Who knew the charter was at risk
Why the committee may have been killed
Why this matters
What happens next
Statements from twelve committee members (voting/non-voting)
Who Knew The Charter Was At Risk?
CFSAC was a federal advisory committee created at the discretion of the Secretary
of Health and Human Services (in the U.S.). A charter is required under federal
law for such a committee, and the maximum length of a charter is two years.
CFSAC’s charter has been renewed every two years as required since its inception
in 2002. Sometimes, effort was required from advocates and organizations to
secure the renewal, but it has always been renewed.
This year, it was perfectly reasonable to assume the charter would be renewed as
a matter of course. All the signs pointed in that direction.
At the June 20, 2018 meeting, Admiral Brett Giroir (Assistant Secretary for
Health) spoke to the committee and said:
Your role is really critically important because we need the outside input, the
outside expertise, the outside perspective . . . And you certainly have my full
support and everyone here knows that if I can do anything to support the functions
or the deliberations of this committee, I’m here to serve. (emphasis added)
The same day, Ms. Nicole Green (Acting Director for the Office on Women’s
Health), seemed to make a commitment to renewal when she said:
I would like to provide you with a quick update on the CFSAC Charter which
currently expires in September. . .
We have already started the process to consider the charter status and we’ll
finalize that as soon as possible. . . In March we posted a federal register notice
to fill these last remaining vacancies and I am happy to report that we received a
number of applicants. My office is committed to keeping this process moving.
(emphasis added)
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I have also learned that members of CFSAC did not know the Charter was at risk.
Dr. Faith Newton, Chair of the Committee, told me, “I had no idea that this
[charter expiration] was even a possibility or under consideration.” (see below for
the full text of statements from members). The Committee was preparing for its
meeting in December, and the working groups were actively meeting as recently
as the last few weeks. Everything seemed to be humming along fine, and then
BOOM. It’s over.
Was the public intentionally misled in June, or did something change? I received
a comment from an HHS representative at 5:02 pm, September 7th. The full text
is in the final section of this post.
Why Was the Committee Killed?
All signs were pointing to another routine renewal. So why was the Committee
terminated instead?
It seems highly unlikely to be budget related. According to the Charter
(http://bit.ly/2xiZ3ta), the combined cost of expenses and staff support was only
$196,192 per year. It also seems highly unlikely that there was difficulty filling
the six empty voting slots, since Ms. Greene said they received a number of
applications in April.
There is no evidence of a general house-cleaning of advisory committees. An
anonymous
advocate
looked
at
the
other
advisory
committees
(http://bit.ly/2xh5xtA) operated within the Office of the Assistant Secretary, and
it appears that CFSAC is the first one to be terminated under the current
administration.
Trying to figure out why the Committee was killed is speculative. Was it because
the Committee was moving in a more substantive and cross-agency direction?
Were the nominations submitted in April overwhelmingly displeasing to HHS, and
they killed the Committee rather than fill the slots? Was it an active or passive
lack of interest from the higher levels of HHS? Did they think we would not object
to this decision?
There is simply no justifiable reason to terminate CFSAC at this point in time. That
leaves two possibilities: either HHS could not be bothered, or HHS wanted to kill
the Committee because it was problematic for them.
According to Jill Wasserman in the Office of Women’s Health:
HHS leadership reviewed the Chronic Fatigue Syndrome Advisory Committee
(CFSAC) charter, duties and accomplishments as is required by the GSA and in
the context of the FACA provisions.
The Department feels that the committee accomplished the duties outlined in its
charter, and its original mission has been amplified and disseminated throughout
many agencies within HHS and across government. (emphasis added; full
statement in the final section of this post)
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This is trash. What is finished, such that the agencies can now operate on
autopilot? Most of CFSAC’s recommendations have not been implemented. The
Committee’s working groups were midstream in preparing recommendations for
the next meeting. Neither CDC nor NIH knew in advance that the Committee was
being terminated. The assertion that it was time for CFSAC to take a bow and exit
stage right is absolute, unadulterated garbage.
Why Does Killing CFSAC Matter?
The death of CFSAC is very bad for the ME community. Advocate Mary Dimmock
was blunt:
I’m beyond livid with the whole stinking mess. The sudden dissolution of CFSAC
is symbolic of the insufficient commitment, leadership, and sense of urgency
needed to rapidly advance the field and relieve the suffering of more than a million
Americans.
Here is what HHS has taken from the ME community:
Transparency. Representatives from the many agencies had to report in
public on what they were doing about ME.
Focus. CFSAC was the only government entity with the sole focus of ME/CFS.
Influence. Pressure from the CFSAC members led to the CDC reexamining
its website and medical education. CFSAC forced the issue of diagnostic
criteria, and also consistently pressured NIH to do more.
Representation. CFSAC was the primary vehicle for the public to talk back
to the federal agencies, both through public comment and through the
experts serving on the Committee.
Coordination. CFSAC brought together representatives from multiple
agencies (and more recently, other departments).
Labor. People with ME dedicated hundreds (perhaps thousands) of hours to
support the work of CFSAC. We have offered public comment, sometimes
from bed. We have served on working groups. We have invested our
precious energy to make CFSAC better.
Terri Wilder, an activist living with ME who also represented #MEAction on
CFSAC, summarized it very well:
As frustrating as the process may feel at times CFSAC is one of the very few
spaces that the community has a seat at the table with key stakeholders. This is
a HUGE loss to the community. I’m very disappointed that the current Secretary
does not see the value in our community or recognize the challenges we face in
scientific discovery and receiving expert clinical care while living in a world full of
stigma.
I have worked on CFSAC issues for years. As far as I know, I’m the first advocate
to openly track who nominated each member of CFSAC (http://bit.ly/2QAH8ab)
(also here and some FOIA requests are still pending).
When I discovered CFSAC had violated (http://bit.ly/2MwEdMJ) the Federal
Advisory Committee Act in 2012, I reached out to Public Citizen
(http://bit.ly/2Mzuaq1) and got their help in solving the problem
(http://bit.ly/2NMJq7z).
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I found another violation in 2014 (http://bit.ly/2xewzlp), and went directly to HHS
about it. Perhaps more than any other advocate, I have documented
(http://bit.ly/2pdU5uo) a very long and very specific list of problems with CFSAC
over the years.
So listen when I tell you: we need a federal advisory committee dedicated to ME.
Full stop. The work of this committee is an essential part of requiring the federal
government to help people with ME.
What Happens Next?
The ME community cannot be silenced.
The Solve ME/CFS Initiative has launched an easy way (http://bit.ly/2D4kwMV)
for people to write to their members of Congress and ask for a Congressional
advisory committee. (see below for a long comment from SMCI)
#MEAction said (http://bit.ly/2D3xeLK), “What we’re fighting for is nothing less
than our voice as a community — our lives as a community — and we refuse to
be erased.” #MEAction is holding a protest in front of HHS office in DC on Friday,
September 14th. Please join or share this event (http://bit.ly/2xer3yS) with
anyone who could show up. For those who can’t be there in person to protest, you
can protest through social media.
I say again: the ME community cannot be silenced. #HearMEnowHHS

Jennie Spotila-Occupy ME
http://occupyme.net/2018/09/07/rest-in-power-cfsac
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Dropping The Curtain On CFSAC
To learn more about the cancelling of the Chronic Fatigue Syndrome Advisory
Committee (CFSAC), please read our blog entitled Dropping the Curtain on CFSAC.
http://bit.ly/2xm4o46
In it we discuss the background of CFSAC including a video of advocate Eileen
Holderman pushing for researching the ME outbreaks and the severe ME patients:
https://youtu.be/9S50SJakRhk

The blog also talks about the importance of adopting the International Consensus
Criteria (ICC) and things everyone can do to help us finally get the proper care
myalgic encephalomyelitis patients deserve.
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5. Pace
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Trial By Error: The BPS Brigades
Score Another Own Goal
Not long ago, Sir Simon scored an own goal by enticing a childhood buddy to
enter the PACE debate. That buddy, attorney and social commentator Mike
Godwin, soon pronounced the trial—which Sir Simon had called “a thing of
beauty”–to be “so profoundly flawed that it cannot be trusted.” Sir Simon tweeted
out a brave front in the face of his friend’s rejection of PACE, reaffirming his own
belief that the trial was well-conducted. Whatever. Godwin agreed to sign the
open letter to Lancet editor Richard Horton.
Now Professor Michael Sharpe has done something similar. He recently tweeted
out a Guardian essay by Keith Kahn-Harris, a sociologist and author of a new
book about denialism in science. Professor Sharpe has often framed criticism of
PACE’s methodological and ethical lapses as a form of scientific denialism, akin to
climate-change skepticism. Perhaps he believed that Dr Kahn-Harris’ Guardian
essay somehow proved his point.
In any event, I read on the Science For ME forum that Dr Kahn-Harris had written
an earlier Guardian essay about his own experience of having ME, triggered in his
case by a college bout of glandular fever (called mononucleosis in the US). In that
2008 essay he questioned the hegemony of the psychiatric model and suggested
its grip on the field was weakening. Of course, The Lancet‘s publication of the first
PACE results three years later served to bolster the credibility of that approach,
at least temporarily.
Here’s an excerpt from Dr Kahn-Harris’ 2008 piece:
For many years, psychiatrists dominated the research and treatment of ME. The
treatment of first choice remains various forms of cognitive behavioural therapy
(CBT) which, applied crudely, can end up suggesting to patients that their illness
is “all in the mind”. The ME community is full of stories of patients being forced
into exercise programmes that make their health worse, of benefits and insurance
claimants accused of lying, of parents of children with ME accused of Munchausen
Syndrome by Proxy. Sophie Mirza, who became the first person to be classified
as having died of ME in the UK in 2005, was even forcibly sectioned.
Thanks to years of campaigning by ME patient groups and charities, the situation
is improving – very slowly. Psychiatric explanations of ME are increasingly
disputed and ME is now listed by the World Health Organization as a neurological
condition. No one is certain what causes ME or how it should be treated…Crude
applications of the psychiatric model of ME may have caused a lot of damage, but
they are in line with common perceptions of ill-health. ME is still often treated as
a battle to be won. To be cautious, to listen to the needs of one’s own body, is to
“give in.”
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Oops! I guess Professor Sharpe didn’t google Dr Kahn-Harris before
disseminating the denialism essay. After reading these words, I reached out to Dr
Kahn-Harris and sent him the open letter. I wanted to provide him with an
opportunity to publicly express his dismay at both the PACE trial’s missteps and
at The Lancet’s decision to ignore them. Like Mike Godwin, he agreed to add his
name to the list of prominent scientists, academics, doctors, members of
Parliament and others calling on Dr Horton to do his job.
These actions on the part of Sir Simon and Professor Sharpe suggest once
again that they are operating in a parallel universe of reasoning, co-inhabited by
Dr Horton and the Lancet editorial team. They see a “thing of beauty,” per Sir
Simon’s description; signers of the open letter look at the same facts and see a
piece of crap.
PACE’s flaws have been fully documented. The responses from the PACE authors
have been inadequate and unconvincing. That is why so many smart people from
the international scientific, medical and academic communities have supported
the open letter’s call for research accountability. In this case, it is easy to identify
the true denialists. And they are not the signatories of the open letter.
(Sir Simon and Professor Sharpe, thanks much! And if you happen to read this,
can you suggest any other prominent thinkers I should contact so I can add their
names in the next round? Do let me know. Best–David)

Source: David Tuller DrPH, Virology Blog http://bit.ly/2MCdUEG
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6. Cartoon Djanko
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7. Dutch Citizen Initiative
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Acknowledge ME
Medical Disease

As

A

Bio-

In last issue we wrote: March 19, 2018 has been a most important day for the
Dutch ME-community and may be for the worldwide community. After 2 years of
deliberations of a committee in which half of the members were of the BPS-school
of thought and very influential, the final report of the ME/CFS committee of the
Health council of the Netherlands has been published.
The committee was established in March 2016 and was, at the behest of the Dutch
Parliament, tasked with documenting the current state of ME-related affairs and
with giving advice regarding the definition, criteria of diagnosis, forthcoming,
current track record, the possibility of prevention and treatment, the influence of
ME on a patient’s life, also from a societal perspective, how the treatment and
assistance for and approach to patients can be improved and what the current
scientific progress and perspective is.
As mentioned before, that task of the parliament was thanks to an initiative of the
ME Group The Hague, who managed to collect 56.000 signatures for the civil
initiative "Acknowledge ME as a bio-medical disease".
Now, the Health Council's recommendations have to be implemented by the
parliament. The standard parliamentary committee of VWS (Healthcare) has
requested the advice of minister Bruno Bruins. It will not be binding, but it will
carry a lot of weight in the matter of the proposals that the committee will present
to the parliament.
Hence why on July 11th, a meeting took place with three of minister Bruins'
advisors and several patients' representatives. The Hague ME Group was also
invited. This group had been elaborating on detailed proposals that had been
submitted and expanded upon that day. (http://bit.ly/2xrVfqn, Dutch). Aside from
that, a combined group of three patients' organizations was present, as well as a
small association that came without preparing any material beforehand.
All information handed in that day, as well as the report on the exchange will be
used to help prepare an advice from the minister. It is still unknown when this
advice will be released, but it is expected next month. We hope to be able to tell
you more about that in December's edition.
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8. Grassroot
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15 'Code Words' You'll Only
Understand If You're A Spoonie
When you live with chronic illness (https://bit.ly/2Dle8eM), your experience is
often so unique that it can be difficult for those who are generally healthy to
understand what it’s really like. But explaining the full truth of how you’re feeling
or what you need in that moment isn’t always practical or realistic.
Sometimes, you may be too overwhelmed with symptoms to even think straight
or keep yourself upright or conscious – much less communicate the complex
nature of your condition.
Other times, you simply may not feel comfortable going into detail about your
health with the person you’re with. Whatever the reason, those with chronic illness
may not always disclose the entire truth – which is absolutely OK.
Instead, many of those with chronic illness may have developed certain “code
words” or phrases that fill in for the greater truth of what they’re experiencing. To
the average person, these words might not sound like much, but to fellow
spoonies, these seemingly simple phrases pack a lot of meaning.
We asked our Mighty community to share something they say that’s “code” for
something else (https://bit.ly/2Oljk95), which only their fellow spoonies would
understand. Let us know in the comments below if there are any additional “code
words” you and your friends with chronic illness use that you think should be
added to the list!
Here’s what our community shared with us:
“‘I’m tired’ doesn’t always mean tired… it often means I am so exhausted I
can’t bear to take another step. Even breathing is exhausting sometimes.”
– Joanne S.
“‘I’m done.’ I no longer have the mental or physical strength to deal with
whatever this situation is. I have to retreat and take care of myself. I’m just
done.” – Ashley T.
“‘I’ve run out of spoons today.’ Some people with chronic illnesses refer to
themselves as spoonies. You start with a certain amount of ‘spoons’ for the
day and use them up as you use energy to do activities like shower, cook or
clean, etc… other people have no idea what we’re talking about when we
mention using spoons.” – Abby B.
“‘I’m gonna go to bed…’ Not to sleep. But very few know this!” – Sharon
M.H.
“When someone asks me how I’m doing and I say ‘I’m hanging in there’… it
really means I’m hanging on by a thread and on the verge of breaking. Most
everyone who doesn’t get it thinks that it means I’m doing OK.” – Nicole
C.P.
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“‘I’m normal people sick,’ meaning I’ve got a cold or other common illness
on top of my usual symptoms.” – Laura N.
“‘I’m sore’ means ‘if you touch me I will cry. I am in so much pain that noise
hurts. I want to curl up in a ball and cry.'” – Carrie B.
“‘I’m fine’ or ‘I’m good’ with a forced fake smile which actually just means I
am functional today at best. Sometimes it is simply an automatic response
used when someone asks ‘How are you?’ Reality is anything but. Sometimes
I even manage to ask how they are doing too.” – Jennifer S.
“‘How are you doing? Are you happy?’ ‘I’m OK…’ We all know what that
really means.” – Katrina C.O.
“‘I have to go home.’ Means I’m done, now, not 10 minutes from now, now.
I need to leave or I am going to collapse.” – Karen S.
“The fog is rolling in.” – AnneMarie G.
“‘Give me a second, I’m malfunctioning today.’ Whenever I’m having brain
fog, spacing out and when I can’t walk straight and when I’m continuously
dropping things.” – Nikkie H.
“‘I’m not feeling very well today’ is code for ‘my pain level is at a 10, please
don’t try to talk me about it.'” – Lillian E.
“‘I can’t people right now.’ This is code for several things. On high pain days
when I just need to be at home or really low mood days when depression
(https://bit.ly/2p6uMud) takes hold and I don’t have the energy to be
around people.” – Vicki L.G.
“The fog is strong with this one.” – Jillian J.

Paige Wyant
Chronic Illness on the Mighty https://bit.ly/2MRDvyv
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AIDS & ME
It's brilliant to see the whole city of Amsterdam decorated for #AIDS2018
People fought and died for this. Fought for the awareness raising, infrastructure,
research budget, and all that went into it getting this far. Patients, care givers,
loved ones, concerned individuals and sympathisers spoke out and broke the
silence together.
I hope that somewhere in our city of diversity a link is made between the
enormous show casing supported by the government for the successful and
continued struggle against AIDS, and it's lack concerning the struggle against ME.
#MEAction #MillionsMissing #MEActionHolland
ME (myalgic encephalomyelitis) is also an auto-immune disease. Plus, it's a multisystemic neuro-immune disease. There are about as many people globally with
ME as with AIDS, but the average budget for ME is only 0.005% of that for AIDS.
I think that the difference lays in the nature of the illness, AIDS having been a
death sentence in the days of ACT UP (thankfully no longer), while ME slowly sucks
the life out of the patient without diagnosis. By the time a diagnosis comes the
patient is not able to ACT UP, speak up, fight, or for some even SIT UP. People
with severe ME are sentenced to a living hell as a prisoner in their own body.
Due to this systematic lack of awareness, deaths from ME go unrecognised.
These deaths are registered as stroke, cancer, dementia, cardiac failure, brain
death, tumours, liver failure, sudden deaths following overexertion, deaths which
occur after a long period of slowly worsening illness, and suicide, suicide not
because they are depressed, but out of desperation, and as a direct result of the
current climate of disbelief. These are deaths that could have been prevented if
ME patients were given appropriate care. It is the neglect of ME that kills.
Using data from a memorial list kept by the CFIDS Foundation (now Solve ME/CFS
Initiative), a study shows that the median age of death from causes such as
cardiovascular disease, cancer and suicide are substantially lower in people with
ME.
http://www.ncf-net.org/memorial.htm
Further more ME has been systematically blacklisted, as you can read here, under
the 3rd and 4th headings. https://www.meadvocacy.org/what_is_me
Struggle and awareness raising are part and parcel of the recognition and
celebration of diversity, and yet it's sad to see how on many issues The Struggle
has become compartimentalised.

Marischka Klinkhamer
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On Guilt
12 things people with chronic illness feel guilty about:
Guilt for always being tired
Guilt for always being in pain
Guilt for not doing the things I should be doing
Guilt for not being the parent I used to be
Guilt for not being the same person I was
Guilt for having to ask for help
Guilt for having to cancel plans
Guilt that I rely on others so much
Guilt that I am no longer enough for anyone
10.Guilt that I have to see my partner have to
do it all because I can’t even work
11.The guilt of feeling like I am completely
useless
12.Guilt of feeling how much I’m a burden to
the people around me

Source: http://bit.ly/2xiGrcO
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Forgotten Plague
Blue Ribbon Foundation co-founders have been
nominated for @Forbes #30Under30 in the
healthcare category.
Please consider tweeting (w/ #30Under30) to let
the judges know how important our work on #mecfs
awareness, education, and research is to you!

Please donate to further our mission here:
http://theblueribbonfoundation.org/donate/

Ryan Prior
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The Monster Disease
Medical Schools Don’t
Mention
For 10 long years, I’ve been writing and broadcasting
about Chronic Fatigue Syndrome, now called Myalgic
Encephalomyelitis (ME).
Like all chronic diseases, it’s brutally unfair to the afflicted. But ME also can claim
to have been unfairly treated by doctors and medical researchers, the
pharmaceutical giants, and the politicians who control the flow of funding to the
National Institutes of Health and the Centers for Disease Control, the nation’s
medical research and health protection agencies.
Research into ME has been grossly underfunded for years. By government
standards for other diseases, research funding for ME has been microscopic: It’s
received $16 million this year, doubling the 2016 funding. Lyme disease, for
example, has received roughly three times the federal funding.
ME is a lifetime affliction. I’ve now spent enough time with clinicians, patients and
their families to know just how cruel it is. I’m most pained by the young who will
suffer so long, missing all the joys of youth and the fulfillment that is life’s
expectation.
Estimates vary on the number of sufferers, starting at 1 million in the United
States and 17 million worldwide. However many there are, I can tell you that they
suffer terribly.
Getting the disease is a life sentence without parole, commutation or pardon. One
of the leading research doctors told me he would rather get cancer than ME. “With
cancer, you have a chance of a cure or you die. With ME, you’re hopelessly sick,”
he said.
I’ve received many emails from patients who wish for death. Some bring it about.
ME suppresses the immune system, and its most common manifestation is
exercise intolerance. Fatigue is the most pervasive symptom, with sleep that
doesn’t refresh.
In the most severe cases, patients are bedridden with extreme intolerance of light
or sound. Others ride a rollercoaster of feeling slightly better or worse. Migraines
and excruciating joint pain are other symptoms.
I was able to have one patient travel to Washington to appear on a television
program and do a short radio broadcast. She paid the price she knew she’d have
to pay: three days of bed rest.
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Some suffers can manage very limited daily activity. But the ever-present cloud
of fatigue is there: the dark truth that they’re in a different place than the rest of
us.
In the last five years, advocacy groups have generated more interest in the
disease in the medical research community, including the NIH, and the public.
These vital volunteer groups include the Solve ME/CFS Initiative, the Open
Medicine Foundation and #MEAction, created by Jennifer Brea, star of the movie
“Unrest,” and PANDORAorg. There are also diligent state organizations, like the
Massachusetts Cfids Association.
Yet a cure still eludes, as does any large understanding of ME among doctors and
researchers in related fields. The first struggle for the afflicted is to find a doctor
who knows what it is and can render a diagnosis. Many visit a dozen or more
doctors before they find one who might know the cause of their suffering. There’s
no biological marker.
Medical schools don’t include ME in their curricula: not even one lecture in most.
From clinicians in the field, like Dr. David Systrom of the Harvard Medical School
and Brigham and Women’s Hospital and his colleague Michael VanElzakker of
the Massachusetts General Hospital, the cry is going out to medical schools to
inform students about the disease.
Finding a cure is of prime importance. But until that day, getting the word out is
also hugely important.
Searching for a cure takes talent, genius and money. For medical schools to advise
a new generation of doctors that there’s a monster out there who will one day
come through the doors of their practices, is just good medical citizenship.
Hello, there, medical schools.

Llewellyn King
Source: http://bit.ly/2xb18bB
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Marathon Mike
I'm attempting to run a marathon in
every country in the EU (28 in total)
raising awareness and funds for Invest
In ME (http://www.investinme.org) a
leading ME research charity.
I've now completed 18 of my
marathons! UK, Czech Rep, Finland,
Ireland, Greece, Sweden, Poland,
Belgium, France, Spain, Luxembourg,
Lithuania,
Netherlands,
Slovenia,
Malta, Austria, Denmark and Estonia!
I will be running the 19th of my 28
Marathons in Sofia, Bulgaria on Oct
14th 2018.
For more information
progress please visit: http://www.mikeseumarathons.eu

&

training

I'm on facebook (https://www.facebook.com/mikeseumarathons) and twitter
(@mikesEUmaras).
I'm not a natural runner, I'm
short with a love for cider and
steak. I have a partially torn knee
cruciate and in 2009 was told
that I shouldn't run again. I
started the challenge in Jan 2015
at which point I couldn't run to
the end of my road without
stopping. I now train 11 months
out of 12 per year and clock up
around 1000 miles per year,
wearing out 4 pairs of trainers.
Thanks for your support!

Mike
https://bit.ly/2myjzmi
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Classic Pacing For A Better Life
With ME
"Classing pacing - for a better life with ME" is
now available from book shops. It can be
ordered from places like Book Depository and
Amazon, as well as most UK book shops. And
probably also bookshops around the world, as
the wholesaler is international. The official
launch is in October.
The book is an English translation of the
Norwegian book Akivitetsavpassing - For en
bedre hverdag med ME
by Ingebjørg Midsem Dahl
This is a book about how to live a little easier
everyday by adjusting the activity level to a
level the body can withstand. The book is
primarily intended for people with ME, but much of it is also relevant to people
with other low-energy diseases.
In addition, it is thorough enough to be relevant to professionals as well. The book
is suitable for beginners as well as highly experienced readers.
Emphasis is placed on making the book available to people who can’t read much
at a time. All chapters start with a summary that can also be read separately.
All the basics are in the first chapter so that you can start right away.
There are separate chapters for school students / students and people with serious
ME.
Classic Pacing
for a better life with ME
294 pages

By Ingebjørg Midsem Dahl
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Cochrane – A Sinking Ship?
A scandal has erupted within the Cochrane Collaboration, the world’s most
prestigious scientific organisation devoted to independent reviews of health care
interventions. One of its highest profile board members has been sacked,
resulting in four other board members staging a mass exodus.
They are protesting, what they describe as, the organisation’s shift towards a
commercial business model approach, away from its true roots of independent,
scientific analysis and open public debate.
There are concerns that Cochrane has become preoccupied with “brand
promotion” and “commercial interests”, placing less importance on transparency
and delivering “trusted evidence”.
It began as a simmering personality clash, between the CEO and a board member,
but now has boiled over into a spectacular war of words, where the underlying
issues of Cochrane have bubbled to the surface, with many insiders predicting the
beginning of the end of Cochrane.
The dispute
A meeting of the Trustees of Cochrane was convened in an effort to resolve an
ongoing dispute between the CEO of Cochrane Collaboration, Mark Wilson and
one of the founding fathers of the Cochrane Collaboration in 1993, Director of the
Nordic Cochrane Centre, Peter C. Gøtzsche.
It began with, what might be perceived as, fairly trivial issues. Wilson accused
Gøtzsche of using Cochrane’s letterhead on a complaint to the European
Medicines Agency about its evaluation of possible harms of HPV vaccines and
testifying in a court case without overtly declaring his expert testimony was
expressing ‘personal’ not ‘Cochrane’ views.
Wilson alleged that it constituted a breach in the ‘Spokesperson Policy’, a claim
denied by Gøtzsche. The dispute intensified after several people complained to
the Board about Gøtzsche’s ‘take no prisoners’ approach to critiques of industryfunded science.
Gøtzsche is well-known for his blunt criticisms over the harms of breast cancer
screening programs, the overuse of psychiatric drugs, and has referred to the drug
industry as ‘organised crime’. But his most recent article, with co-authors Lars
Jørgensen and Tom Jefferson, was a stinging critique of the quality and
methodology of Cochrane’s HPV vaccines review. [1]
Immediate backlash ensued and the Cochrane leadership, accused Gøtzsche’s
team of causing reputational damage to the organisation, fuelling anti-vaxxers
and risking “the lives of millions of women world-wide by affecting vaccine uptake
rates”, according to a complaint by the editor of the Cochrane group that published
the HPV review.
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Gøtzsche stood by his group’s paper, sparking an urgent, internal review at
Cochrane. On 3 Sept 2018, Cochrane’s Editor in Chief, David Tovey, and his
Deputy, Karla Soares-Weiser, issued a statement (http://bit.ly/2xxHohK)
claiming that the criticisms of the HPV vaccine review had been ‘substantially
overstated’ and ‘inaccurate and sensationalized.’
“People all over the world have interpreted the Cochrane editors’ criticism of us
as being the ‘final word’” said Gøtzsche in frustration. “The editors did not even
address our most important concern that the harms of the HPV vaccine had been
greatly under-reported and that much of the clinical data is not included in the
review”.
Legal Review
The Board of Trustees agreed to engage the services of an external law firm to
independently assess the dispute between Gøtzsche and Wilson. In July 2018,
Gøtzsche was presented with 400 pages of documents, containing allegations
that he had breached Cochrane policies and damaged its reputation.
Gøtzsche retaliated by submitting a 66-page dossier outlining, in painstaking
detail, allegations that Wilson’s leadership team was ‘destroying’ Cochrane by
treating it like it was a “brand or product”, accusing Wilson of “serious abuse and
mismanagement of Cochrane”, “tampering with meeting minutes” and
“management by fear”.
The lawyers poured over the mountain of documents and were expected to deliver
a verdict in time for the 13 Sept Governing Board meeting. Twelve hours before
the meeting started, the Counsel’s report was delivered to the Board with a caveat
that inadequate time was granted for a thorough review of all the issues.
Nonetheless, the report found that none of the serious allegations against the
Cochrane executive could be substantiated, nor did it find that Gøtzsche had
breached the Spokesperson Policy or had acted inappropriately in his role as
Trustee.
The Board Meeting
Co-chair, Marguerite Koster, allowed Gøtzsche ‘five minutes’ to state his case.
Witnesses in the room say Gøtzsche was constantly interrupted before being
asked to leave the room while the other Board members discussed the situation.
Gøtzsche was given no further opportunity that day to defend himself.
After more than 6 hours of deliberation, the remaining 12 Board members voted
on whether Gøtzsche could remain as their 13th Governing Board member and
continue to practice under the Cochrane license.
Five voted to remain, six voted to remove and one abstained. In the end, a
‘minority’ vote [6 out of 13] saw Gøtzsche vacated from his position and lose his
Cochrane membership. After 25 years of service to Cochrane and author of 17
Cochrane reviews, Gøtzsche would officially learn of his fate by an email.
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“No clear reasoned justification has been given for my expulsion aside from
accusing me of causing ‘disrepute’ for the organization”, claims Gøtzsche. “This
is the first time in 25 years that a member has been excluded from membership
of Cochrane”.
Several board members were shocked over the treatment of Gøtzsche.
“The legal assessment essentially exonerated Peter of breaching the
Spokesperson Policy so his enemies spent the day inventing new excuses to get
rid of him”, said one member. “To expel Peter is totally disproportionate,” said
another of Gøtzsche’s supporters. “It was like looking for any behavioural pretext
to fire him.”
The following day, 14 Sept 2018, four members resigned from the Governing
Board in solidarity for Gøtzsche and because they felt something drastic had to
happen in order to save the organisation.
“What should happen now, is that entire Board should resign and start again”,
said one member after their resignation.
On 15 Sept 2018, a statement to Cochrane Directors, from the co-chairs of the
Governing Board, mentioned that four members resigned and that changes to the
board were afoot, but did not mention Gøtzsche’s expulsion from the Board.
“I don’t understand why they are sticking their heads in the sand”, said one board
member. “They should do something now to address everyone’s concerns”.
Cochrane’s sinking ship
The events that have unfolded in the last few days have consequences for
Cochrane far beyond dealing with the public embarrassment of losing more than
a third of its Governing Board.
Much of Gøtzsche’s scientific work at the Nordic Cochrane Centre, has focused
on exposing the flaws in clinical trials and the undue influence of the drug industry
on medical research.
In addition, there are the issues raised in a recent editorial (http://bit.ly/2xxDQfr),
co-authored by Dr Tom Jefferson from Centre for Evidence-Based Medicine,
Oxford. It explains the problems behind the reliance of data from published journal
articles, many of which are likely to contain ‘unfathomable bias’.
“We know that the biomedical journals publish articles which are neutral at best,
but are mostly positive and tend to emphasize benefits and downplay or even
ignore harms,” says Jefferson.
“What you end up within the medical journals is a shoe-horn version or a
summarized version and you don’t know what criteria go into choosing which bits
goes into the print version. So that introduces unfathomable bias”.
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Jefferson’s answer to whether we should ignore evidence from journal articles
was ‘probably’ unless urgent steps aren’t taken to address the issue of reporting
bias: cherry picking and spin of research findings
This presents Cochrane with an enormous problem. The lifeblood of the
organisation is in carrying out systematic reviews. The basic evidence, upon which
these reviews are founded, is largely at risk of bias, especially for interventions
where there is a huge market.
“The contention that Cochrane has been publishing reviews that are mainly
beneficial to the sponsors of these interventions is probably a fact,” says
Jefferson. “If your review is made up of studies which are biased and in some
cases are ghost written or the studies are cherry picked and you don’t take that
into account in your review, then its garbage in and garbage out – its just that the
‘garbage out’ is systematically synthesised with a nice little Cochrane logo on it”.
As for the data behind the HPV vaccines, it’s a question of whether anyone has
seen the full data set. “The answer is no-one outside the vaccine manufacturers.
Not the drug regulators and certainly not, independent scientists” says Jefferson.
“So if you were to ask me what I think of HPV vaccines, I would say ‘I don’t know’
because I haven’t seen the full data set”.
Furthermore, Gøtzsche says that Cochrane’s policy regarding the conflicts of
interest of the authors of reviews is inadequate. “I proposed a year ago that there
should be no authors of Cochrane reviews that have financial conflicts of interests
with companies related to the products considered in the reviews,” says Gøtzsche
“But Cochrane did nothing about it”.
Currently, Cochrane allows up to half of the authors on a review to have conflicts
of interest, a policy that is widely criticized by insiders, and largely unknown to
the public.
So why hasn’t Cochrane done anything about it?
“Cochrane has become too sensitive to criticism of the pharmaceutical industry”,
says one board member. Insiders say a ‘possible concern’ might be that Cochrane
fears that Gøtzsche’s criticism of the HPV vaccines review would negatively
impact its sponsorship from the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation.
Scientific censorship
Cochrane has been accused of ‘scientific censorship’ and is now in ‘damage control’
to contain the PR nightmare.
Publicly, Cochrane has always maintained it encourages debate about scientific
issues, including controversial ones. “Cochrane values constructive criticism of its
work and publicly recognises this through the Bill Silverman Prize … with a view
to helping to improve its work, and thus achieve its aim of helping people make
well-informed decisions about health care”, states Cochrane.
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However, the reality is very different. “They don’t believe in democratic plural
science”, said one outgoing board member. “Good governance of science always
requires open debates. The prestige of a scientific institution has to do with its
ability to manage critical debates, not censor them”.
“Science needs to be challenged, it should not be politically correct, it is not
consensus seeking,” says Gøtzsche. “You cannot call a public challenge to science
‘controversial’, it’s a pejorative term. It’s simply what our job as scientists
requires of us”.
The future of Cochrane
Cochrane is in a moral crisis and many say it has lost a democratic leadership.
“On dozens of issues, the Board can only vote yes or no with very little opportunity
to amend or modify the executive team ́s proposals,” says Gøtzsche.
The entire US Cochrane Centre has already closed down in the spring of 2018, in
frustration over management and other centre directors are also contemplating
leaving Cochrane. Whereas those who’ve been critical of Cochrane’s direction,
have simply withdrawn, Gøtzsche spoke out publicly and has borne the
consequences.
“A recovery from this dire situation would call for the dissolution of the present
board, new elections and a broad-based participatory debate about the future
strategy and governance of the organization”, says Gøtzsche.
The Annual General Meeting on Monday (17th Sept) might shed light on
Cochrane’s future.

By Maryanne Demasi, PhD
DISCLOSURE: Maryanne Demasi is a science reporter and a researcher working
with Prof Peter C. Gøtzsche, the Nordic Cochrane Centre, and was present in
Edinburgh at the time of the meeting, but not present in the discussion room.
Reference: The Cochrane HPV vaccine review was incomplete and ignored
important evidence of bias (http://bit.ly/2NobsHh). BMJ Evidence-Based Medicine
Published Online First: 27 July 2018. doi: 10.1136/bmjebm-2018-111012
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ME/CFS Alert
Episodes 98-100
Since the beginning of July Llewellyn King and ME-patient
Deborah Waroff have produced three new episodes of this longterm project to create awareness on ME:
Reproducing their announcements by Llewellyn King himself:
Episode 98 of ME/CFS Alert has been posted on YouTube. It is an interview at the
Brigham and Women's Hospital in Boston with Dr. David Systrom and it's
compelling.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FMaKfv8peww
Dr. Systrom covers how an interest in exercise intolerance led him to Myalgic
Encephalomyelitis. He talks about his work, a new research incubator he has
assembled, the testing of an old medicine, Pyridostigmine, on ME patients and the
importance for researchers to talk to each other.
He covers a lot of ground and it's all critically important stuff.

A new episode of ME/CFS Alert has been posted on YouTube. It's an interview with
a beautiful and incredibly brave 42-year-old woman, Robie Robataille.
In this episode, Episode #99, Robie talks about her difficulty in getting a diagnosis
and her gradual decline to the way she lives now: She takes a couple of hours to
wake in the morning and can only stomach a shake made by her parents.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_sc0CNJrTxw&t=11s
She speaks frankly about the loneliness of the disease, and how her two dogs and
two cats mean so much to her; where one would long for human touch, she has
only the caress of her animals. I've found that animals are important to so many
ME patients. Of course, caregivers must be prepared to take care of both the
patient and the pet, or pets.
Robie tells the story of her decline over 15 years to a point, four years ago, when
she had to abandon her home and life in Texas to be taken care of by her parents
in Wrentham, MA.
Robie is very articulate. Hers is almost the classic story of ME: the great
imprisoner, cruel, relentless and unforgiving. She is fighting back as best she can,
through severe cognitive problems, by creating an internet community with other
sufferers.
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There's a new episode of ME/CFS Alert on YouTube. It's Episode 100 and is an
interview with Robert Robitaille.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wjs4fICPkCs
Robert has done yeoman work with the government on behalf of his daughter
Robie, featured in Episode 99, and others who suffer from ME in getting disability
benefits from the government.

Those engaged in a battle for benefits will find his 18-month struggle with the
Social Security bureaucracy interesting and, indeed, dispiriting. He points out how
fast Massachusetts was to accept his daughter's condition compared to the federal
government.
Robert also works with Massachusetts ME/CFS & FM Association and praises their
support and enterprise.

Llewellyn King
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Hatched - A Creative Journey
Through M.E
The book can now be read for free on Corina Duyn’s website
http://bit.ly/2xtW41g (there are just a few print copies left and available-just
contact her if you’d like to buy one)
Hatched spans the first eight years of her illness.
Corina Duyn was born in Holland where she trained as a nurse and social care
worker. After her move to Ireland in 1998, she began making her 'Fantasy Folk'
figures inspired by nature, Irish life and folklore. Many of these works are in
private and corporate collections throughout Ireland, Europe and the USA.
Before M.E. changed her life twenty years ago, Corina taught young people in a
group home the art of making puppets. There she became aware of the power of
the creative process to express the emotions and challenges, which can not be
expressed through language alone.
These deep-seated fears, dreams and wishes come to the fore through creativity.
This knowledge sustained, guided and informed her own journey from being a
self-employed artist to needing help with the most basic tasks. These life-changing
experiences are documented in several books, on her website and blog, research
papers, and documentaries.
Her first book ‘Hatched – a Creative Journey through M.E.’ (2006) which she
wrote, illustrated and designed can now be read for free on her website.
http://www.corinaduyn.com/site/hatched/
Her most recent work involves life with M.E. told through puppetry
http://corinaduyn.blogspot.com/2018/08/cork-puppetry-festival-2018.html
Some comments on Hatched:
“Hatched” is one of the most energetic, generous-hearted, sharp-minded and
inspiring books of poems I’ve read for quite a while. No matter what page you
open the book I find love of life, an appreciation of life, a vibrant sense of privilege
and gratitude …” (Poet Brendan Kennelly)
‘It is beautiful. Really beautiful. It gives me courage. (Dianne Mawhood)
Dropping an audio book in to Corina back in 1999 I was horrified to see the
wheelchair abandoned at the bottom of a steep staircase – Like Rapunzel
incarcerated in her ivory tower Corina was trapped – trapped in a body unsure
how to function – trapped – trapped full stop.“Housebound but Homeless” –
(Librarian Evelyn Coady)
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Unrest
Due to my current health status,
I wanted to share with you an
updated timeline for all "Time for
Unrest" Kickstarter rewards. As
many of you may already know,
I had surgery this past June to
remove my thyroid due to
cancer. It’s been a very
challenging time. I’ve been
bedbound for the entire summer
and was re-hospitalized.
Together, we have accomplished the following in just a single year:
Since our theatrical release last fall in the US and UK, Unrest has gone on
to screen more than 500 times in theaters, on campuses, and at schools,
churches and hospitals in groups ranging from ten to over 350 people.
Our theatrical run was crucial for garnering reviews and feature coverage in
major outlets like The New York Times, The Los Angeles Times, The
Guardian, and The Telegraph, as well as radio coverage on NPR and the
BBC, and appearances on Megyn Kelly Today and BBC Breakfast.
That press coverage was an essential component in propelling Unrest to be
shortlisted for an Academy Award nomination for the Documentary Feature
category. Unrest was included in a final review of just 14 other films,
narrowed from a field of 170 films under consideration. Unrest won PBS’s
Independent Lens 2018 Audience Award and is currently shortlisted for a
Grierson Awards nomination in the UK.
In addition to our theatrical release, we held 24 virtual screenings through
OVEE, with more than 830 people in attendance, and our house party
program in January included more than 230 screening events.
In the political advocacy arena, we partnered with the ME Association and
the Countess of Mar to screen an excerpt of Unrest to 40 Members of UK
Parliament. After the screening, we mobilized in partnership with #MEAction
thousands of patients and allies to reach out to their Members of Parliament
asking them to watch the film by requesting a screener. To date, over 70
additional members have requested to watch Unrest.
In Scotland, #MEAction volunteer and ME patient, Emma Shorter,
passionately testified to the Scottish Parliament on behalf of people with ME.
In Helsinki, an Unrest screening included a conference with three
Scandinavian experts and inspired a Millions Missing demonstration,
resulting in the largest day of awareness in Finland to date.
Political advocacy in the US included an Unrest VR cocktail event hosted by
Senator Cory Booker’s office; Congressman Raul Grijalva attended a
theatrical screening with constituents in Tucson; and the entire
Massachusetts delegation – Senator Markey, Senator Warren, and all
representatives – signed a declaration calling for meaningful and immediate
investments in research in advance of a screening organized in Arlington,
MA.
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We’ve also made significant progress on the medical front: Unrest will soon
be accredited for Continuing Medical Education. CME assists physicians and
medical providers as they continue learning about new and developing areas
of their field and expertise.
Lastly, Unrest has been screened at medical schools, including the Columbia
School of Public Health and Harvard Medical School, as well as an upcoming
screening at Stanford Medical School in November.
Let's use these accomplishments to fight on and grow the movement!

In solidarity,
Jen
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In Memoriam: Anonymous
I'm so angry. So very, very angry and upset.
A year ago a fellow ME sufferer posted this:
"I really feel like I give up... I cannot continue to see
doctors. I have lost my career, my friends, my ability
to drive, to grocery shop, to concentrate, but most
importantly my health. I believe I will stop eating
and just cease. I no longer have anyone that can
help me and I am about to lose my home. I have
been housebound for a year and am not eligible for
any assistance. I live in a second story apartment. I
can barely care for myself let alone my poor cat. He
is suffering as much as I am now. He is 14 so I know
if I call a shelter come take him they will kill him. I
am devastated by this illness.
In addition I have severe autonomic dysfunction and
peripheral nervous system damage. I ask God to
please let me come home every night. My parents
have helped me to the best of their ability but they
are in their 70's and have health issues of their own.
I was a medical professional for 16 years. I took care of people with kindness and
empathy. I have been treated by physicians as garbage and just told to "exercise
more". I was a marathon runner, an athletic, a friend a daughter. Now I am
nothing."

She had vocal function damage and was unable to speak. 172 fellow ME sufferers
and I (some of us also very severely affected) tried to support her online (the only
way in which we can) to access essential services.
Today, I have heard that she is gone.
"On Tuesday August 7, 2018, after a long illness, she left us at the young age of
42."
This is needless loss and horrifying to me.
We must keep on fighting for our right to equity of medical and social care. Even
if we cannot advocate, we can bear witness.
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Borrowing the words of Khalid Al Ameri on August 10th in his indictment of
another human rights abuse: "We need to continue to speak up about these
things. We need to continue to call out the wrongs when we see them. Because,
if we don't 'see' anything, and we're silent, the message we are sending out to
our communities is 'Things like this are okay' – when clearly they are not. And, if
we let them go, we are [complicit]. In this day, today, on our watch, that CANNOT
happen."
Be that the gaslighting of 250,000 ME sufferers by the GMC (General Medical
Council), or the death of yet another young woman through neglect.
I'm conflicted about whether I can name this person. I've quoted her words from
a closed online support group and left her anonymous and private. I don't know
if it's appropriate, even when a person is deceased, to share their identity, so I
have not.
A lot of people are messaging me and I'm not well enough to answer you all
individually. I think it is okay to tell you that the person was from the United
States.
What is most important is that her story is told.
Thank you all for asking, for sharing and for caring xxx

Anita Roddam
Severe ME veteran, advocate and activist since 1979.
#SevereME #WeeksMissing #ME #pwme #canyouseeMEnow #JeremyCorbyn
#MattHancock #CarolineDinenage
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In Memoriam: Klára Wilson
August 27, 2018
I was very sad to hear that Klara Wilson (http://bit.ly/2plc8P9)
has passed away. She had suffered from severe ME for a number
of years and then developed spinal cancer.
She was the main person behind ME Awareness pics
http://bit.ly/2PNSAOJ. She also fundraised for M.E. by selling stuff
on eBay. She also created images to help get people to vote for
ME/CFS charities in voting contests that raised quite considerable
sums a number of years ago.
I had noticed she had gone quiet in recent times, but I was unaware of the
circumstances and I was very sorry to hear of the news this week.

Dear Klára´s facebook friends, this is Robert and Marketa bringing sad news.
Klára´s 15-year long fight with ME and recently with advanced cancer was too
much and she passed away peacefully and painlessly on Monday afternoon. We
believe she is looking at us from heaven over us all.
We will never forget Klára – her open and caring heart, her wit, her superstrong
will, her organized creativity ...
Please, remember her fondly.

Tom Kindlon
P.S. Forgot to mention her subtle sense of humour. Klára wished to share this
story with all of you http://bit.ly/2xw6NIu
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In Memoriam: Edelgard Klasing
July 6, 1958 – July 1, 2018
From a tribute by Fatigatio:
She was completely unexpectedly and much too soon torn out of
our midst.
Edelgard Klasing was an extraordinary, generous and always
helpful woman who has been working for the Federation Fatigatio
e.V. for more than 20 years in various positions - such as Self-help group leader
in Dortmund, emissary for the LAG NRW, member of the extended board,
treasurer, chairperson - committed for those affected.
Despite her own serious illness, she often worked until late at night for the
association and its members and encouraged other ME/CFS patients.
With great understanding and compassion from her immediate family she worked
for our organisation and its members, because ME was especially close to her
heart.
Her thinking and acting was not only the success of the organisation, but also of
all her colleagues.
Until the end, she campaigned for the ME/CFS sufferers and always had an open
ear for everyone and time for personal words.
Our deep and heartfelt compassion go out to her family.
We will miss her very much and think back to her in deep gratitude
.
Fatigatio e.V.
Board, employees and members
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In Memoriam: Sheila Rawlings
August 23, 2018
Her daughter Sadie wrote the day after: “It is with heavy hearts
that Adam and I have to share the news that Mum passed away
in her sleep during the early hours of yesterday morning. As a
family, we are grateful for all the love and support we have
received during this difficult time.”
To characterize herself Sheila wrote just recently:
“I am in the process of producing my own compilation of poetry demonstrating
life from MY perspective so that it will come from the point of view of a Christian,
a lover, an animal person, a philosopher, an observer & someone who has been
controlled by Neuro-Muscular diseases for the whole of my life to the extent of
being primarily bed-bound for the last 17 years.”
Sheila was a long-term patient and patient advocate.
From October 1994 until May 1996 she was a very active chair to the Dyfed M.E.
Group which was under the umbrella of the M.E. Association. She arranged
speakers; wrote & edited the monthly Newsletter; arranged meetings around the
county; arranged general meetings in Carmarthen; dealt with the press & was
interviewed by them regarding M.E. & it's effect upon the individual. She was party
to telephone conferences with the M.E. Association itself regarding work
throughout the UK
For those who knew her messages can be left as a tribute and to comfort her
daughter Sadie and son-in-law Adam: http://bit.ly/2QH8StQ
Where a friend of her wrote: ”Despite her illnesses she was such a lively, funny,
joyful lady. Her resilience/free spirit always shined through. She’ll be hugely
missed by all who knew and loved her.”
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In Memoriam:
Chiefari

Amy

Michele

Amy Michele Chiefari, MSPT, MHS, PA-C
April 7, 1976 – August 7, 2018
On Tuesday August 7, 2018, after a long illness, Amy Michele
Chiefari left us at the young age of 42. The loving daughter of
Anne and Anthony Chiefari, she will live forever in our hearts.
Amy had accomplished Masters Degrees in Physical Therapy and
as a Physician Assistant in Internal Medicine.
She grew into adulthood with still a childlike “sparkle” with uncompromising love
and true empathy for others.
Amy was an avid runner and loved animals especially her beloved cat Aslan who
she had rescued.
She had a kind, gentle, giving spirit, and was a truly very special person, who will
be deeply missed by her family and friends.

Source: http://bit.ly/2OCAcrU
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In Memoriam:
Patel

Sarika

Narula

February 20, 1968 - September 6, 2018
Glen Mills, Pennsylvania | Age 50
Beloved Wife, Mother, Daughter and Sister
On Thursday, September 6, 2018, Sarika Narula Patel, wife,
mother, daughter and sister, passed away at the age of 50 years.
Sarika will be lovingly remembered by her husband and best
friend Dipan and their precious son, Kavi, by her mother Indra Narula, her
sister Kanika Pifer and her in-laws Aswin and Indira Patel. Sarika left a
beautiful impression on her many nieces, nephews and extended family and dear
friends.
The funeral was held on Saturday, September 15, at 12:30 p.m. at Danjolell
Memorial Home and Crematory – 392 Lancaster Ave, Frazer, PA, 19355
In
lieu
of
flowers,
please
https://www.meaction.net/donate/

donate

in

memory

of

Sarika

to

Sarika was carefree and full of zeal and enthusiasm. Despite suffering with ME
for many years, she kept her spirit up and always seeked the next new adventure.
She loved music, dancing and art but most of all she loved being around people
and she always brought sunshine into any room she walked into. She inspired and
touched many, which will forever leave a beautiful imprint in everyone's hearts.

Source: http://bit.ly/2xp23VL
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9. Karina Hansen, Save4Children
Help Karina Hansen and others in similar conditions– donate to Save4Children:
https://let-me.be/page.php?11
The charity Save4Children has been
created by the editors of the ME Global
Chronicle (https://www.let-me.be) and
helps parents whose children have been
forced into psychiatric wards by
authorities, to try and set them free by
legal procedures.
After the release in 2015 of the German
girl who came to be known as Joanna,
it was decided to focus the fund entirely on Karina Hansen, who was kept
hostage of the Danish psychiatric system since February 2013.
She returned home in October 2016 (https://let-me.be/request.php?36)
However, there is persisting peril she will not be able to stay home due to pressure
of authorities, clinicians, the institution she left voluntarily and the guardian the
state of Denmark forced upon her in 2013. Meanwhile the last one conceded to
withdraw himself which however still has to be affirmed by the court. See the
article preceeding this announcement.
It stands to be seen how much of this fund is still necessary to support legal
actions needed in Karina’s case. In case likewise situations are known to you,
please inform us via contribute@let-me.be
In case you experience any problems with your payment, please contact us at
donate@let-me.be and provide us with as much as possible information: country,
url, date time, error, used payment method, etc.

Since last issue, € 133,95 has been donated.
The current credit is € 4.831,34.

Thanks to all who donated!
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Karina Hansen
On August 10, 2018 Danish patient Bente Stenfalk who
is in regular contact with Karina’s parents, wrote:
"I submitted a written question to the Court of Holstebro
if Karina Hansen still had to see more unwanted doctors
at home, and I requested the statement from psychiatrist
Mogens Undén to be the only one.
But the Court, by word of judge Lillian Lund Tinggaard,
completely ignored my request, and did not respond at all. Instead it required
another statement on Karina’s condition.
At first instance a psychiatrist from the Research Clinic for Functional Diseases
was proposed but Karina Hansen's lawyer, Per Broe-Andersen did not find it
an appropriate choice, and an independent psychiatrist was found in the person
of psychiatrist Charlotte Emborg, who visited Karina Hansen on August 9,
2018.
Karina Hansen wrote down the answers to Charlotte Emborg's questions
whose conclusions were completely clear and she included in her provisional report
the following important points:
Karina does not suffer from any psychiatric illness
She understands the role and purpose of her court-appointed guardian and
she would like him to be removed from her case
She is capable of managing her own finances
As a result of this assessment, there no longer appears to be any justification for
retaining the guardian in Karina's case. It remains to be seen if/when Judge
Lillian Lund Tinggaard at the court in Holstebro will make the appropriate
directions.
Karina's lawsuit in the Court of Holstebro about the guardian is going to take
place on 26th September. Two days later Mogens Undén is going to visit Karina
at her home in Holstebro.”

Bente Stenfalk

For more info on Karina: http://bit.ly/2D4e9ct
News about the lawsuit and other news about Karina will be published on the fbwall of the ME Global Chronicle as soon as Bente informs the editors:
http://bit.ly/2Ike4yu
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10. Science
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Myalgic Encephalomyelitis (ME)
Or
What?
An
Operational
Definition
Frank Twisk
ME-de-Patiënten Foundation, Zonnedauw 15, 1906 HB Limmen, The Netherlands
Received: 3 August 2018 / Revised: 4 September 2018 / Accepted: 6 September
2018 / Published: 8 September 2018
Abstract
Myalgic encephalomyelitis (ME), identified as a new clinical entity with distinctive
features in 1956, was originally considered as a neuromuscular disease. In 1988
the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention introduced the ill-defined concept
of chronic fatigue syndrome (CFS). As predicted, CFS, unjustly considered to be a
synonym for ME, pushed ME to the background. To develop effective therapies for
of ME and CFS, it is essential to investigate patients with ME specifically. For that
reason, an operational definition of ME is indispensable. This article proposes an
operational definition based on the most recent formal definitions and symptoms
observed in ME.
ME is a multi-systemic illness, which:
often has a sudden onset, in most cases a respiratory and/or gastrointestinal infection, but a gradual or more dramatic onset is also possible;
(2) has an epidemic and an endemic form;
has an unique clinical pattern deviating from other post-viral states; (4) is
distinguished by muscle fatigability/prolonged muscle weakness after trivial
exertion;
is accompanied by symptoms relating to neurological disturbance, especially
of cognitive, autonomic, and sensory functions;
can be accompanied by symptoms associated with cardiac and other
systems;
is characterized by fluctuation of symptoms (within and between
“episodes”);
has a prolonged relapsing course; and
has a tendency to become chronic.
In conclusion, a discriminative definition for ME contains four mandatory
elements:
muscle fatigability/post-exertional muscle weakness lasting for days;
operational criteria for “neurological disturbance, especially of cognitive,
autonomic and sensory functions”;
fluctuation of symptoms; and
a prolonged relapsing course. This tentative definition of ME justifies the
qualification “neuromuscular disease”.
Full text: http://www.mdpi.com/2075-4418/8/3/64/htm
Source: Diagnostics, vol. 8, issue 3
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Pathology Of CFS/ME Involves
Calcium ION Channels
Researchers at the National Centre for Neuroimmunology and Emerging Diseases
(NCNED), Australia, have published a number of articles over the last few years
culminating in an article detailing a definitive description of patch-clamp
electrophysiology in Molecular Medicine, August 2018. The article, for the first
time, describes a series of five cases and five controls in which natural killer (NK)
cells were examined under patch-clamp conditions for the Transient receptor
potential (Melastatin3)-TRPM3 ion channel in CFS/ME patients.
(TRP) ion channels are non-selective ion channels which means they may be
permeable to a number of cations including Ca++, Na+ and Mg++. These ions
are critical for cellular signalling which control cellular processes such as
biochemical reactions and gene transcription events in non-excitable cells e.g.
immune cells. They also assist in voltage-gated channel functions usually
associated with fast impulse transmission in excitable cells e.g. neurons.
Patch-clamp electrophysiology is the ‘gold-standard’ for cellular diagnostic
electrophysiology. This technology is able to measure effects of specific ion
channels in the conduction of Ca++ ions and their impact on cell function. Not
only are deficits in these ion channels identified but the effects of various
pharmacological agents can be tested in the laboratoryin vitro. This means that
detailed research can be undertaken in the laboratory before clinical trials in
humans are undertaken.
TRP ion channels are also known as ‘threat receptors’ because they are triggered
by threats in the external and internal environment including infections,
chemicals, temperature variations, noxious biological substances etc. These
channels work in synergy with other important transmitters such as acetylcholine
and histamine. Changes in their genetic makeup (single nucleotide polymorphisms
or SNPs) may express pathological changes in the ion channels following infection
or other perceived threat.
As TRP ion channels are located ubiquitously throughout all cells in the body they
affect virtually all tissues and body systems. TRPM3 ion channels are located in
greater density in certain areas e.g. central nervous system (including, but not
limited to, white matter of brain and spinal cord, retina and optic nerve, autonomic
ganglia, sensory nerves, ciliary and trigeminal ganglia, choroid plexus),
cardiovascular system, gastrointestinal system, (including pancreas and insulinrelated metabolic functions), urogenital system, skeletomuscular system and
immune system. These system locations align with symptoms experienced by
patients with CFS/ME.
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NCNED researchers have also described significant changes in function magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI). These changes indicate loss of connectivity or function
in key areas of the brain
The findings at NCNED prove that fundamental changes in function of TRPM3 occur
in CFS/ME. This evidence lines up with NCNED’s previous findings of:
Greater occurrence of SNPs in CFS/ME vs healthy controls
Changes in Ca++ signalling within cells
Changes in Ca++ stores in cells
Changes in function of cells (e.g. NK cells), and
Moreover, NCNED researchers have shown that under patch-clamp conditions,
altering various drugs in the immediate environment of the TRPM3 channels can
replicate normal cell function under certain manipulated conditions. For example,
the natural ligand Pregnenolone Sulphate (PregS) will not necessarily cause the
required stimulation of damaged TRPM3 channels. However, when the conditions
for Ca++ signalling are manipulated with other drugs, some compensatory
function of Ca++ signalling is observed. This would suggest that the damaged ion
channels can be made to compensate for loss of function in some way.
These critical discoveries have major implications for patients with CFS/ME:
Drug treatments could be developed as a matter of priority. While still early
days and the daunting task ahead, various drug combinations may prove to
be effective in treating CFS/ME. While a cure cannot be engineered at this
stage at least some return of physiological function could be anticipated.
Promotion of exercise as a therapy in patients with this pathology is
absolutely contra-indicated. These ion channels link with other transmitters
such as acetylcholine and histamine which are major groups of
neurotransmitters controlling function in skeletal muscle, autonomic
nervous system (by affecting all autonomic preganglionic fibres and
particularly post-ganglionic parasympathetic fibres), heart muscle and
conduction system, and brain and spinal cord neurological function. They
also affect inflammatory reactions and allergy signalling. Exercise will
exacerbate the pathological experience of patients.

Submitted by Prof. Sonya Marshall-Gradisnik & Prof. Donald Staines
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Preliminary
Results
From
Ramsay 2016 Projects Team 2 &
Team 4
June 20, 2018
In 2016, Solve ME/CFS Initiative (SMCI) launched the first cycle of the Ramsay
Award Program. The Ramsay Awards are foundational to SMCI’s commitment to
explore all worthy research avenues. This program aims to move the field forward
by funding innovative research across many disciplines, bring new researchers in
the myalgic encephalomyelitis/chronic fatigue syndrome (ME/CFS) field, and
provide seed dollars so that researchers can go on to obtain funds for larger
studies in their areas of expertise. In article, SMCI shares preliminary results from
Ramsay 2016 Teams 1 and 5.
Team 1: Neuroimaging Study Provides Evidence of Inflammatory Processes in the
Brains of Individuals with ME/CFS
Using a non-invasive brain imaging technique, Dr. Jarred Younger, Director of
the Neuroinflammation, Pain, and Fatigue Lab at the University of Alabama at
Birmingham, has been investigating the hypothesis that ME/CFS fatigue is due to
inflammation in the brain. Elevated brain temperature in the scans of individuals
with ME/CFS would support the conclusion that there are inflammatory processes
at work. Dr. Younger advised SMCI: “We have completed the data analyses and
found that several markers of neuroinflammation are elevated in the brains of
individuals with ME/CFS. We have used the results in a large grant application to
continue the work and are now preparing our main manuscript for submission.”
Team 5: Molecular Mechanism Behind Mitochondrial Dysfunction Indicated, for
Further Study
Dr. Bhupesh Prusty, a molecular virologist in the Department of Microbiology at
University of Würzburg, designed his 2016 Ramsay project to explore the
hypothesis that mitochondrial dysfunction in ME/CFS has a pathogenic connection.
He focused on HHV-6 (a herpesvirus that has been implicated in chronic
conditions) based on his previous findings of HHV-6 activation and changes to
mitochondria. The preliminary results indicate that HHV-6 activation can lead to
changes to mitochondrial structure and function, potentially even in healthy cells
via a mechanism of remote activation. Dr. Prusty said “data generated during
the project will enable us to write at least 2 manuscripts, which will also create
possibilities for us to acquire further grant funding to continue our work.”

Submitted by Emily Tailor
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ME
According
To
Hummingbird Foundation
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The

Fane
Mensah:
PhD
Student
Supported By Invest In ME
Research
Title of Project: Immunoregulation in patients with ME/CFS: Investigating B cell
metabolism to understanding disturbed immune function in patients with ME/CFS
In the first data paper published by Fane from UCL, he described abnormal
expression of a molecule on B cells (CD24).
‘New’ B cells exit the bone marrow in large numbers every day (10^9) before
undergoing a complex cycle of differentiation and maturation to become mature
memory B cells or commit to producing antibodies. This whole process is
coordinated by regulated cycles of growth, cell death and very precise interactions
with other immune cell types and the environment. Therefore, the study of B cells
allows us to investigate the dynamics of possible disruptions in checkpoints or
pathways which may be altered in disease and thus impact immune functioning.
The molecule (CD24) which Fane found to be up-regulated on B cells in patients
with Myalgic Encephalomyelitis/Chronic Fatigue Syndrome (ME/CFS) compared
with age-matched healthy controls (HC) at certain stages of their maturation was
therefore thought worthy of further investigation. CD24 is expressed on the
earliest B cells in the bone marrow and plays an important role in B development.
Despite also being expressed at later stages of development, its function in these
latter stages has not been investigated. Fane proceeded to investigate the
relationship between CD24 expression and B cell maturation.
Cultured, isolated B cells were therefore stimulated in various ways to follow the
dynamics of CD24 positivity during differentiation in relation to cycles of
proliferation and metabolism using phospho-flow (phosphorylation of AMPKpAMPK) and Mitotracker Far-red (Mitochondrial mass-MM). In cells cultured for 5
days, in the absence of stimulation, we also showed a significant difference
between B cells from ME/CFS patients and HC. There was also a positive
relationship between %CD24+ B cells remaining in unstimulated cultures and age
in HC (R2=0.84; p<0.01) but this relationship was NOT present in B cells from
ME/CFS, which tended to have an ‘older’ phenotype.
The other striking and novel finding was the relationship between CD24 and the
activation of a stress-induced regulating molecule (pAMPK) on B cells in later
stages of differentiation.
These findings suggest that altered expression of CD24 during B cell differentiation
reflects the differential needs of naive versus memory B cells. We concluded that
CD24 expression may regulate energy metabolism to maintain B cell homeostasis
and dysregulation of its expression may therefore be associated with ME/CFS. The
manuscript based on this research is under review by Frontiers in Immunology
(International high impact factor peer-reviewed journal.
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As part of a collaboration also funded by a Ramsey Award (Solve ME, USA) with
Dr Christopher Armstrong, Melbourne University, Australia, Fane has
established in vitro techniques to investigate the metabolites used/generated in
cultured B cells following exposure to different agonists/antagonists and growth
conditions as a model for energy metabolism in patients with ME/CFS. They have
documented metabolite differences including a reduced use of glycolysis in
ME/CFS patients and increased utilisation of amino acids for ATP production
(manuscript in preparation).
In addition to working with Christopher in Australia for 4 weeks, Fane was
selected to present his work in an Oral Presentation at the British Society of
Immunology in Brighton in December 2017 – a very high achievement for ME/CFSrelated research.
Fane’s work has produced novel findings which points to ways to develop useful
biomarkers by which to identify metabolic changes in ME/CFS cells.
He has also established a platform (B cell culture) enabling testing of different
pathways of intervention (agonists/antagonists) to restore homeostasis.
G. Cambridge, UCL, Supervisor.
Further Information
Extended B cell phenotype in patients with myalgic encephalomyelitis/chronic
fatigue syndrome: a cross-sectional study
Source: http://www.investinme.org/ce-blog-1808-01.shtml
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Participation In Studies
In early 2017, Mike Lapenna established a global registry of CFS/ME sufferers.
The website lists research studies that are actively recruiting participants.
Members sign up with a few basic details and then are emailed when new studies
are posted. Members span over 30 countries and the research studies are located
throughout the world.
Mike is hopeful that as research progresses and promising therapies are
discovered, that large scale studies will be launched. The registry aims to help
these studies move faster by shortening the recruitment phase. He acknowledges
it is a small component of the overall research cycle be every little bit counts. His
sister has had CFS/ME for over 20 years – this is his way of helping.
Mike’s venture is non-profit and is completely self funded. There are no fees, no
advertisements and member information is not shared. The website does not
apply to studies for you – it is up to your discretion which you apply for.
One particular benefit is that Mike personally contacts the researchers to verify
that the study is indeed recruiting participants – it saves members the effort of
numerous emails and phone calls to verify research study status.
The website is: https://cfsme-registry.inf . There is an extensive FAQs page which
answers many questions you may have. There is a sample study on the menu
which shows roughly the kind of information that is listed.

Joining only takes a few minutes and if you have any questions you are welcomed
to contact Mike at:
Mike Lapenna CFS-ME Registry michael.lapenna@cfsme-registry.info
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Viruses Under The Microscope
Human herpesvirus 6 (HHV-6) infects almost all of the human population, but only
very few will show any symptoms during their lifetime: HHV-6 is one of the most
widespread viruses among the population. Between 95 and 100 percent of healthy
adults have antibodies to the virus which means that they have been infected at
some point in the past.
The virus hides in the genomic DNA
There are two types of the virus: HHV-6A and HHV-6B. HHV-6B primarily infects
in infancy as sixth disease, whereas HHV-6A infections usually remain
asymptomatic. After primary infection, the virus establishes lifelong latency by
integrating with the cellular DNA.
The infection is generally harmless. Under certain circumstances, however, the
virus can be reactivated -- for example, after chlamydia infection, organ
transplantation, immunodeficiency or when taking specific drugs.
Trigger of numerous diseases
While HHV-6 was long believed to have no negative impact on human health,
scientists today increasingly suspect the virus of causing various diseases such as
multiple sclerosis or chronic fatigue syndrome. Recent studies even suggest that
HHV-6 might play a role in the pathogenesis of several diseases of the central
nervous system such as schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, depression or
Alzheimer's.
Dr. Bhupesh Prusty is responsible for these new insights. The scientist is a team
leader at the Department of Microbiology of the University of Würzburg. Prusty
has recently discovered a method which for the first time allows reactivation of
human herpesvirus to be detected at an early stage.
MicroRNA molecules as markers
"Betaherpesviruses like human herpesvirus 6A, 6B and 7 integrate into
subtelomeric ends of human chromosomes and acquire latency. This makes it
difficult to recognize the early phase of viral activation based on an analysis of the
viral DNA," Prusty points out the problem. Together with his team, the virologist
has now discovered an alternative approach which could be a suitable biomarker
for HHV-6 studies.
"We have identified several viral microRNA molecules which are produced both
during active infection and viral activation," Prusty explains. MicroRNAs directly
influence cell metabolism. The RNA assures the flow of genetic information from
nuclear DNA into the cell where it is "translated" to proteins. The microRNAs have
a regulatory function in this process. They can dock to RNA molecules and prevent
them from being translated to proteins or initiate the degradation of RNA
molecules. Prusty is certain that the detection of these viral microRNAs can serve
as an ideal biomarker under clinical conditions.
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Biopsies confirm hypothesis
The scientists were able to confirm their hypothesis by studying biopsies of a
young woman who had died tragically as a result of drug-induced hypersensitivity
syndrome (DRESS), a usually life-threatening condition which results in rash,
organ failure and blood count anomalies.
Scientists have suspected for some time that these cases might have been caused
by drugs that activate viruses but were unable to provide evidence for this theory.
Prusty and his colleagues have now detected traces of HHV-6 DNA in the blood
of the deceased -- however different concentrations at various stages of the
disease. At the time of death, for example, the viral load was very low while the
opposite was true for the concentration of microRNA: "All biopsy samples showed
a positive signal for this special type of RNA," Bhupesh Prusty says. This
indicates the potential effectiveness of RNA as a viral biomarker for the detection
of active viral infection in the body.
With this finding, Prusty and his team have demonstrated for the first time in
experiments that some of the prescription drugs have the potential to reactivate
HHV-6 with life-threatening consequences. Early detection of viral reactivation
may therefore be helpful for further clinical interventions.

Science Daily,
September 14, 2018 http://bit.ly/2xomx0e
Story Source:
Materials (http://bit.ly/2QBL7Ui) provided by University of Würzburg
(http://bit.ly/2NJylEB). Note: Content may be edited for style and length.
Journal Reference:
1.
Bhupesh K. Prusty, Nitish Gulve, Suvagata Roy Chowdhury, Michael
Schuster, Sebastian Strempel, Vincent Descamps, Thomas Rudel.
HHV-6 encoded small non-coding RNAs define an intermediate and early stage in
viral reactivation. npj Genomic Medicine, 2018; 3 (1) DOI: http://bit.ly/2QA7gSA
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Tireless Work On Chronic Fatigue
Syndrome
IC professor Betsy Keller is among the leaders of a comprehensive new study of
the misunderstood disease.
In Southern California, a group called the Workwell Foundation had been
successfully verifying ME/CFS by having patients complete two consecutive
standard VO2 max tests, which measure the maximum amount of oxygen a person
can use during intense exercise, to gauge cardiovascular fitness and aerobic
endurance. Where healthy people and those with other illnesses are able to
reproduce their first-day performance on day two, those with ME/CFS have
significant drop-offs.
For patients, these results can provide proof of the illness to medical professionals
and the insurance companies that oversee disability policies. Word of the
approach’s success spread quickly among ME/CFS sufferers. Among them was a
friend of IC exercise and sport sciences Professor Betsy Keller
(http://bit.ly/2OnVPfo). Keller and her friend had been out of touch for a while
when in 2003 the friend approached Keller about conducting a VO2 max test. The
friend believed she had ME/CFS, but couldn’t afford or physically endure a trip to
California, the nearest place that offered the test.
Keller agreed to have her in for dual sessions on the exercise and sport sciences
department’s VO2 max test equipment. “On day one, she tested like a low fitness
person who was inactive and not doing too much,” Keller said. “On day two, I
looked at the data and immediately checked the equipment thinking it was out of
calibration. The test made no sense. How could measurements drop so
precipitously? But in fact, the equipment was not out of calibration. What I was
seeing was real.”
“That was the beginning,” Keller said. Fifteen years later, she has tested about
150 patients giving her a depth of experience with the disease that is shared by a
select few. Now she is among the leaders of a new ME/CFS collaborative research
center based at Cornell University and encompassing seven other institutions,
including IC, funded with a five-year, $9.4 million grant from the National
Institutes of Health (NIH) (http://bit.ly/2pdI9Zo).
Together the centers are undertaking a multifaceted five-year study that is
arguably the most comprehensive research effort to date — some would say the
first comprehensive research effort to date — to find the cause of the disease.
Keller leads the “clinical core” of the Cornell center’s initiative, leading a team
that will collect VO2 max test and other data at the three sites— including IC —
to feed three investigations, two at Cornell and one at Weill Cornell Medicine in
New York City.
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Keller is among those who credit a 2015 Institute of Medicine (IOM) report for
helping to elevate ME/CFS’s stature.
Many contract the disease after exposure to certain viruses, such as Epstein Barr
virus, the cause of mononucleosis, or another viral infection. The fact that not
everyone who has those viruses comes down with ME/CFS suggests that genetics
play a role. And the significant immune system response, particularly in the
disease’s early phases, suggests that it, too, plays a role.
The five-year study Keller is involved in will focus on these and other areas.
Kicking Off Five Years of Research
In the study, Keller and Geoffrey E. Moore, an Ithaca physician and adjunct
graduate faculty member in IC’s Department of Exercise and Sport Sciences, are
responsible for orchestrating three years of VO2 max testing at three locations.
Moore’s role is to lead the screening of test subjects — 10 each year who meet
the study’s diagnostic criteria for ME/CFS and 10 healthy control subjects. Keller
oversees testing and management of the test data and samples collected at all
three sites. Each year, 20 subjects will be tested at each site.
For each subject, blood and urine samples are taken before and after each exercise
session, and vital signs are measured during the workouts — including
electrocardiogram, blood pressure, oxygen saturation and expired ventilatory gas
readings, to determine peak oxygen consumption. At the New York City site,
subjects also receive brain scans with an MRI (magnetic resonance imaging)
equipment and a positron emission tomography (PET) scanner before and after
each session.
The team feeds their samples and test results to three project teams:
Maureen Hanson, Cornell professor of molecular biology and genetics and
principal investigator of the grant — who is also the leader of the Cornellbased ME/CFS collaborative research center — oversees a team that is
investigating the role of extracellular vesicles. These structures carry
proteins, lipids, hormones and ribonucleic acids (RNAs) that can influence
cell function. Hanson’s team will examine this content before and after
exercise to determine any role the vesicles might play in the disease, and
also study a vast array of metabolic products.
Andrew Grimson, associate professor of molecular biology and genetics at
Cornell, leads a team that will sequence RNA white blood cells before and
after exercise to gain insights into immune system responses related to the
disease.
Dikoma Shungu, professor of physics in radiology at Weill Cornell
Medicine, leads a team that will study the subjects’brain scan images,
looking for signs of neuroinflammation and oxidative stress. Previous studies
have suggested that these have a link to ME/CFS symptoms.
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Results of the Research
All three areas are on the cutting edge of ME/CFS research, Keller said.
Extracellular vesicles and metabolomic studies have received very little attention,
RNA sequencing is an emerging area, and the brain-imaging study is the most
exhaustive to date, particularly for viewing images before and after exercise.
Keller’s testing began in July 2018 and must be completed in the next two years.
In the final two years of the five-year study, she’ll be involved in data management
and analysis, and writing reports and scientific articles related to the study. She’s
cautious but optimistic about what they’ll find.
“I don’t expect that cause and cure will come out of this, though it would be great
if it did,” Keller said. “We hope it will lead to a closer understanding of the illness,
to making patients’ lives better, so we minimize the effects of the illness if not find
what causes and cures it. Finding a biomarker would be a great outcome. When I
give talks about this, I say my hope is that I’ll never have to do an exercise test
on a patient again.”

Kerry Regan,
September 7, 2018
Taken from: Ithaca College http://bit.ly/2NiaWuu
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Some Relief
Membrane Lipid Replacement Preliminary Clinical Trial Shows that NTFactor Lipids
Provides Some Relief from Fatigue, Pain, Gastrointestinal Symptoms and
Improves Quality of Life Indicators in Fibromyalgia Patients.
Submitted by Prof. Emeritus Garth Nicolson, PhD, MD (H), The Institute for
Molecular Medicine
Thanks to the fibromyalgia patients who entered our preliminary clinical trial on
natural supplements at the Institute for Molecular Medicine (immed.org).
In this study on Membrane Lipid Replacement we found that use of the all-natural,
FDA-approved, patented, NTFactor Lipids® plus controlled-release caffeine (BriteAlertTM and Patented EnergyTM chewable wafers) was very effective in reducing
fatigue, pain, gastrointestinal symptoms and improving Quality of Life indicators.
We submitted a manuscript for publication that has recently been published
entitled: Reduction of Pain, Fatigue, Gastrointestinal and other Symptoms and
Improvement in Quality of Life Indicators in Fibromyalgia Patients with Membrane
Lipid Replacement Glycerolphospholipids and Controlled-Release Caffeine.
Abstract
Objectives: A preliminary open label study was initiated to determine if oral wafers
containing a combination of membrane glycerolphospholipids and controlledrelease caffeine could reduce self-reported pain, fatigue, and gastrointestinal
symptoms and improve quality of life (QOL) indicators in fibromyalgia patients.
Methods
Pain, fatigue and other symptoms were determined using validated, patient survey
forms completed over an 8-day test period and compared to baseline values.
Participants included 21 patients (15 females and 6 males) of average age of
48.5±9.8 years with a diagnosis of fibromyalgia. These patients consumed four
daily chewable wafers containing glycerolphospholipids (4.8 g) and one controlledreleased caffeine (184 mg) wafer that maintained caffeine levels at approximately
one espresso cup of coffee for over 8 h.
Results
Participants in the study responded to the combination test supplement within
days. By the end of the study there were significant overall improvements (36.1%,
p<0.001), reductions in pain (27.2%, p<0.001), fatigue (37.8%, p<0.001),
gastrointestinal symptoms (54.7%, p<0.001) and increased ability to complete
tasks and participate in activities (quality of life indicators) (39.1%, p<0.001).
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Regression analysis of the data using a generalized mixed-effects model and
calculating R2 values indicated that reductions in pain, fatigue and gastrointestinal
symptoms and improvements in quality of life indicators were consistent and
occurred with a low degree of variance. Males responded slightly better to the
combination supplement than females but for most parameters these differences
were not significant.
Conclusions
The combination membrane replacement glycerolphospholipid supplement with
controlled-release caffeine was safe and effective and significantly reduced pain,
fatigue and gastrointestinal symptoms as well as improved QOL indicators in
fibromyalgia patients.
Peer-reviewed publication and download information for free copy:
Nicolson, G.L., Settineri, R., Ferreira, G. and Breeding, P. Reduction of pain,
fatigue, gastrointestinal and other symptoms and improvement in quality of life
indicators in fibromyalgia patients with Membrane Lipid Replacement
glycerolphospholipids and controlled-release caffeine. International Journal of
Clinical Medicine 2018; 9: 560-579.
http://www.sciresp.org/Journal/PaperInformation.aspx?PaperID=86236

Submitted by Prof. Emeritus Garth Nicolson, PhD, MD
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News From UAB
We are starting a small clinical trial to see if low doses of dextromethorphan may
help reduce fibromyalgia pain. We believe this medication can work similarly to
low dose naltrexone in that it reduces inflammation in the brain. If you believe
you have fibromyalgia and are potentially interested in participating, you can fill
out the secure, online screener at the link below. If you need to email or call
instead, you can use cfs@uab.edu or 256-400-3631. The team will be very busy
most days with participants, so leave a message and they will get back to you.
The team will be very busy most days with participants, so leave a message and
they will get back to you. Participants must visit UAB every few weeks and so
should be within driving distance.
We need 15 women with fibromyalgia to go through the study. Please help us out
and circulate this message to anyone who might be interested.
We are hoping to find out if we have another potential tool for clinicians to treat
fibromyalgia! You can watch our new video about the dextromethorphan trial for
fibromyalgia at: https://goo.gl/PV7wFd

Lipopolysaccharide fibromyalgia study is complete!
We have had some extra-productive months, we have finished a study that has
been ongoing for quite some time. Larissa ran the last participant for the study
where individuals with fibromyalgia are injected with small doses of
lipopolysaccharide (LPS).
We hope this LPS challenge will identify immune abnormalities that will
characterize fibromyalgia. The blood samples are being analyzed by the laboratory
over the next couple of weeks and then Dr. Younger will finish the statistical
tests. We will get word out about this study as soon as possible.
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Financial
Research
Continued

Support
At

For
MEHaukeland

Good news from Norway as well. The Kavli Trust in Norway is continuing its long
cooperation with the research group for ME/CFS at Haukeland University Hospital,
supporting further biomedical research with NOK 4.72 million ($ 580.000) in 2018
and 2019.
The new support agreement lasts throughout 2019 and aims to provide the
research group with better continuity and more time to focus on their work. It is
most encouraging that in spite of the fact that in 2017, it became known that the
national RituxME study could not prove that the antibody rituximab had any effect
on ME/CFS patients, research by the Norwegian group is to be continued and
funded.
“Conducting solid research is time-consuming, and it is crucial that we are able to
work with a long-term perspective,” says Øystein Fluge, senior consultant at the
Department of Oncology and Medical Physics at Haukeland University Hospital. He
leads the research group for ME/CFS at the hospital, alongside Professor Olav
Mella.
“The long-term partnership we’ve had with the Kavli Trust since 2011 has afforded
us the opportunity to collaborate with colleagues with extensive experience and
knowledge in disciplines such as auto immune diseases, paediatrics,
immunogenetics and energy metabolism. For example, we have a close and
productive collaboration with Karl Johan Tronstad’s group at the Department of
Biomedicine at the University of Bergen. Through the years, a medical community
focusing on biomedical research into ME/CFS has grown forth in Norway,”
An important aim for the research group is to further develop treatment strategies
based on the knowledge provided by research into mechanisms.
“In addition, we hope that increased knowledge into disease mechanisms will
provide patients with greater recognition in the health care system, and lead to
an increased understanding of the patient’s need for personalised treatment,” says
Professor Olav Mella.
“The Kavli Trust is pleased to continue supporting the ME/CFS research group at
Haukeland University Hospital, providing NOK 4.72 million for 2018 and 2019. We
hope that this support will contribute to new advances in the search for knowledge
to aid the millions of patients and dependents affected by ME/CFS all over the
world,” says Inger Elise Iversen, general manager at the Kavli Trust.

Source: http://bit.ly/2D8JeLO
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11. Severe ME
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Linda, 20 Years Old, With Severe
ME
“Isolated from the outside world, stuck in-between four walls, trapped in the
prison of my own body…
I was only 17 when severe ME
turned my world upside down
and robbed me of everything I
know. My name is Linda and I’m
20 years old. I've spent the last
3 years of my life lying in a dark
and silent room. I can’t sit up.
I’ve been tube fed for the last 2
years because of difficulties
getting
enough
fluids
and
nutrition. Every movement, light
and
sound
causes
severe
worsening of symptoms.
I miss eating real food, I miss seeing the sky, I miss all the little things in life that
you easily forget to cherish, and I miss the life that ME stole from me.
Since I got ME at 4 years old I’ve been met by misconceptions and ignorance
about my disease. I had mild ME to begin with, and if I had gotten adequate health
care and treatments when I needed it, I never would have been bed bound.
Instead I was misdiagnosed and had to endure repeated mistreatment by doctors
with lacking knowledge about ME.
Because of being forcibly activated by the medical team, the wrong advice about
how to handle the disease, and because I haven’t taken the disease seriously
myself, I have now gone from the mildest form of ME to the severest form. It took
over 10 years before I got the correct diagnosis, and during that time my condition
seriously worsened. Just like many other ME patients I have suffered from
incredibly inadequate knowledge about ME in society, and I don’t want to see more
patients face the same fate.
There’s a need of awareness and knowledge about ME. The world needs to see
what this disease is, before more people suffer like I, and so many others, already
have.”
(Translated from Swedish.)
Source: Millions Missing Sweden https://bit.ly/2Mvh3Gq
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By Way Of Inclusivity And Severe
M.E
Understanding
And
Remembrance Day
I'm starting to write this at 4 o'clock in the
morning. I have sleep reversal, and today,
August 8th, is Severe M.E Understanding
and Remembrance Day, 2017.
This first photograph is not my story, but it's
a good enough start.
2 nights ago, seeking support, I posted in a
Facebook group, under the heading:
"Injured", that I had damaged my ribs,
asking if anyone would be awake late, very
late.
People were lovely and kind, some offering a
number of solutions. What the responses
made me realise, however, is that I hadn't
done a very good job of explaining the
severity of my condition generally. In fact, in
crisis due to the injury, I hadn't been able to
explain anything at all.
When I joined the group, I never introduced myself and didn't explain that I have
a profoundly severe case of M.E. So, it feels a little bit like it might if one was gay
and not 'out'. Everybody's assuming how I identify and offering solutions based
on that mindset. So, in honour of inclusivity and Severe M.E Understanding and
Remembrance Day, I'm coming out, but just a little to save on your patience:
I haven't left my home, bedroom or bed, since 1993, apart from an imposed house
move, by ambulance and stretcher in 2003.
For 25 years I've been 100% bedbound and "bodybound" – barely able to move
in the bed and only occupying two positions, either lying on my left side, or
propped by pillows, reclining for just long enough to eat.
At a very early point it was threatened that I would be removed from the practice
list if I requested a home visit. The GPs refused to visit for 23 years "unless there
was a medical need". That is, they would come out to assess e.g a chest infection
but there would be no management of my condition of severe and profound M.E.
I've recently actually been visited by a new GP, after the old ones retired (but only
because of another acute injury) who has offered to visit me once a year – Big
Deal!
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I only gained access to the Internet in the spring of 2016 and find that most of
the M.E groups on Facebook are solutions-orientated. After the cumulative effects
of 38 years I'm physically fragile, and exhausted beyond belief, and cannot even
tolerate someone else helping. No interventions are possible. I'm intolerant to all
medication and frequently experience an inverse or idiosyncratic reaction. I'm
barely able to move and can't soak in the tub, visit a chiropractor or even apply
creams designed to relieve the pain and inflammation.
Due to the severity and chronicity of my M.E I wasn't/am not able to take any
action whatsoever to alleviate or treat the extreme and acute pain caused by the
injury.
The reason that I'm writing this is that, I'm sincerely glad for those who are able
to follow protocols and improve their quality of life, but we need to be aware that
this is not the case for everyone in these groups.
There are those of us still out here for whom nothing has changed, because
nothing is able to be changed.
We are invisible, ignored and sidelined and for the sake of inclusivity I'm hoping
to make people living with very Severe M.E a little less invisible, once again, today.

Anita Roddam
Source: https://bit.ly/2NGQkeQ

On 14 September Anita let us know:
Due to an overwhelming cascade of unfavourable changes, I have to leave
Facebook for the foreseeable future. The amazing Char Schoeman has kindly
created a blog of my advocacy and activism so that everything is in one place and
will still be accessible to anyone who wants to share it. Hoping to be back
https://anitaroddam.home.blog/
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Whitney
August 8, 2018
In recognition of #SevereMEDay,
we're sharing this account from Janet
Dafoe of a recent interaction with her
son Whitney and her husband Dr.
Ron Davis:
"Another really moving ativan session
with
Whitney.
[Ativan
gives
Whitney
enough
strength
to
communicate via signs for short
periods.]
As our session was nearing its end
because the ativan effect was wearing
off, Whitney pantomimed to his dad
asking him how long until he had
something new to try that would help
him. Ron gestured, 'as soon as I can.'
Whitney 'told' us that he feels he's going downhill and doesn't have lots of time
left. Ron told him he's working all day every day with the team and they are
working hard and he believes he will have something for him. He 'told' us how his
stomach hurts all the time, that he's afraid it will get worse and he won't be able
to use the j tube, how his brain is cloudy (hands making blobs in the air and then
an airplane flying through the blobs = cloudy!) and sometimes empty and how
awful that is for hours and days at a time.
Whitney gestured for us not to worry, he's not giving up. Then he made a gesture
of the whole world full of sick ME/CFS patients suffering, and gestured, 'If I get
better then people all around the world will be able to get better too, right?' His
dad nodded. So Whitney sat up and pantomimed, 'I am not giving up! I will keep
fighting!'
His gestures were fists fighting in a boxing match. With energy. It was amazing.
Then he laid back down, tears streaming down his face, gestured hearts and thank
you hands, and that it was time to leave. ARGHHH He really, really is conscious
of fighting this not only for himself but for all of you. I'm blown away."
Our thoughts today are with Whitney, his family, and everyone affected by severe
ME/CFS. We are inspired by your perseverance and will continue doing everything
we can to find solutions.

Source: https://bit.ly/2vx0RP9
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The Agony And The Isolation
I feel
So small
So dark
Yet so huge
So vast and swollen,
By numbness,
Pain,
Paralysis
Pushing me outward,
Toward the void
I cannot feel myself
I cannot be myself
I am no longer who I am.
I am stuck to the floor, to the chair,
My limbs are stuck to each other.
There is just separation.
There is just emptiness.
There is just agony.
There is just nothing.
I am disappearing by degrees
Each time it comes.
It is an intolerable, physical assault
On my being.
I find I can no longer bear even less
than I used to bear
Yet more, somehow, even so,
because it keeps adding on and
adding on;

Linda Crowhurst
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The thousands and thousands of
times
Over all the months, the years,
the decades.
Continually adding up
Greater and greater still,
Along with the denial
The unhelpfulness
The negation
The neglect
The abandonment
The harm
The ignorance
The cruelty and the impossibility
of it all.
Yet still I am left struggling
Not really knowing how to bear it,
Not really knowing the best way
through it,
Not even knowing if something or
someone
Could actually help me
Somewhere, in the world
If only I could find them,
If only I could connect with them,
If only I could make contact
In a way that did not make me
Even worse.

12. News from
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Belgium
In Belgium, the convenant on CFS has come to an end. In
Leuven, there's no longer (for the time being?) a psychiatrist
and coordinator, only just a physician and psychologicalbehavioral therapist.
When we look at their website, (link: http://bit.ly/2D4oPI2) we see that their
brochure, which dates back to 2014. only mentions exercise and behavioral
therapy as valid treatments.
About 500 patients are seen annually, of which 400 are diagnosed with CFS. Those
are all people who are deemed sick for less than two years. The criteria are the
CDC criteria.
A quote from the University Hospital, verbatim:
"We choose to use the term 'chronic fatigue syndrome'. Terms such as 'myalgic
encephalomyelitis' imply an inflammation in the brain or spinal cord. Such an
inflammation remains ungrounded, hence why we opt to avoid using this
terminology."
and also:
"None of the summarized symptoms are objective or can be measured. Moreover,
if observable abnormalities are present, the diagnosis of CFS should be
questioned."
In other words, as long as there is no method of measuring to establish ME or CFS
in a patient, very little progress will be made here in Belgium.
Hopefully, the content of the brochure will be amended to account for current
events (e.g. the PACE trial) and a cooperative relationship will be established with
the Open Medicine Foundation.

Eddy Keuninckx
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Denmark
The Danish Health Authority, formerly known the Danish Board
of Health & thier new treatment guidelines
The Danish Health Authority (SST) released their new treatment
recommendations for ME patients on June 18, 2018, as part of a guideline called
“Physical Training as Treatment.”
The chapter on ME is nothing short of medical abuse.
It defines ME as fatigue and states that since there is no perfect criteria or
biomarker for ME, they categorize ME as a Funktionel Lidelse, which translate best
to a Functional Somatic Syndrome.
It states that all forms of exercise are ok and that there is no evidence that any
type of exercise can hurt ME patients. But because some patients worry about
being harmed, it might be a good idea to give them some “psychological support.”
It uses the PACE study, and the Cochrane reviews from 2015 and 2017 which
include PACE, as the main documentation for using exercise to treat ME. (Rebecca
Hansen http://bit.ly/2D4cZxs)

Several, maybe even many patients from all over the globe sent protest-mails to
the SST and all received more or less the same stereotype answer, as below:
The Danish Health Authority uses the general term functional disorders to describe
conditions characterized by physical symptoms that cannot be determined by
objective medical tests. We believe that patients with functional disorders –
including CFS/ME - are ill and that they should be offered relevant health
examinations and treatment. The symptoms experienced by these patients are
not made up or imaginary.
The Danish Health Authority is aware of the existence of research and scientific
literature in the search for a biological causal explanation behind CFS/ME. To this
day, research has offered no single causal explanation nor provided any specific
laboratory tests which are able to diagnose CFS/ME and discriminate this from
other conditions. The Danish Health Authority continuously scrutinizes research as
well as statements from national and international health authorities. However, it
should be noted that research into causal explanations behind diseases, as well
as research related to the treatment of specific diseases, is free, and usually
originates from and is conducted within in the scientific environments.
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Today, the Danish Health Care System does not provide sufficient health care
services to patients with functional disorders. Therefore, The Danish Health
Authority has recently published recommendations regarding the organization of
treatment of this group of patients, and we consider them highly relevant to
patients with CFS/ME. One recommendation is that several specialized
multidisciplinary teams should be established across the country, with the purpose
of providing better health care services to patients with functional disorders –
including CFS/ME - enhancing our knowledge about this group of patients. We
firmly believe that this can contribute to the research on the causalities and
treatment of functional disorders.
The treatment recommendations regarding physical activity have been made in
cooperation with an external expert and build on a comprehensive literature
search in both the Cochrane Library and MEDLINE finishing in august 2017.
Furthermore, reference lists of articles found in the original literature search has
been scrutinized to include articles not already found. Primarily, the literature
search has focused on high-level evidence, i.e. systematic reviews, meta-analyses
and Cochrane-analyses, with an emphasis on randomized controlled trials.
Since CFS/ME covers a very broad range of definitions, physical training should
be individualized. Functional ability, patient preference, existing disabilities etc.
should also be taken into account when deciding to offer physical training. In
principle, all sorts of physical training/activity can be included. Physical training
can be combined with behavioral therapy as a benefit. There is no scientific
evidence of significant worsening of symptoms after participating in graded
exercise therapy GET, but due to some persons concerns whether GET causes
impairment of their function, the GET can be followed by psychologically support.
Director General of the Danish Health Authority Søren Brostrøm does read all emails addressed to him. Unfortunately, he does not have the time to answer all of
them in person

Nina Eskildsen
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Danish ME-patient Helle Rasmussen, former information consultant to the
Danish ME Association, decided to react to this letter as well, and wrote:
To Søren Brostrøm, Director General at the Danish Health Authority, and Nina
Eskildsen, Planning, Danish Health Authority
Email: sst@sst.dk
4 September 2018
Thank you for your reply of 30 August 2018 to my enquiry, “Increased criticism
of the PACE study”, of 10 July 2018. I have decided to make the reply publicly
(http://bit.ly/2NiiT2z) available on the #MillionsMissingDenmark Facebook page
since the opinions of the Danish Health Authority on this matter are of vital
importance to the estimated 16,000 Danish ME patients who are left without
relevant offers of treatment in Denmark, and who are consistently mistreated with
graded exercise therapy (GET) and cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT).
Firstly, I notice the fact that in your reply you do not address the criticism of the
PACE study at all. This criticism is well documented and scathing and will only
become more intense in the future, especially within the scientific community. On
13 August 2018, even more scientists have signed an enquiry
(http://bit.ly/2NSyJQW) to the editor of The Lancet, Dr. Horton, requesting a
“complete, independent investigation” of the PACE study.
Instead, you refer to extensive bibliographical searches carried out by a Danish
Health Authority expert, based on sources such as MEDLINE and Cochrane Library.
I would say that this expert has not done his/her homework properly. In 2015,
the American Institute of Medicine reviewed over 9,000 evidence-based scientific
papers on ME, concluding (http://bit.ly/2OzAIGU) that: “ME is a serious, chronic,
complex, multisystem disease, that frequently and dramatically limits the
activities of the patient.”
A Cochrane Review is only as good as the papers on which it is based, among
them the PACE study. Many people have criticised (http://bit.ly/2NkXAxH) the
Cochrane Review on CFS and physical exercise. Most recently, on 3 September
2018, Dr David Tuller wrote the following in The Cochrane Controversy
(http://bit.ly/2MAOyHq):
"It takes nothing away from Cochrane’s reputation to note that systematic reviews
are only useful if the studies they include provide valid and reliable data. If the
studies themselves are fundamentally flawed, and if the purported experts
conducting and writing the reviews refuse to acknowledge or cannot understand
these shortcomings, then any synthesis or summation will generate similarly
problematic conclusions. This is what appears to have happened with the
systematic reviews for CFS treatments conducted by the Common Mental
Disorders group."
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According to the International Consensus Criteria for Myalgic Encephalomyelitis
(http://bit.ly/2Ngbtgy) (WHO diagnosis code G93.3), the primary symptom of the
disease, known as PENE — Post Exertional Neuroimmune Exhaustion, entails that
ordinary physical activity leads to abnormal and measurable reactions, such as
energy failure, general worsening of symptoms, and unusually long recovery time.
As such, the disease is defined by the fact that patients do not tolerate exercise.
Therefore, the claim by the Danish Health Authority that physical exercise carries
no risk for ME patients is blatantly false.
Numerous examples demonstrate that exercise can cause harm to ME patients, in
some cases leading to patients being bedridden for life. On 1 May 2018, the USbased Workwell Foundation, which carries out research into ME patients’
intolerance to aerobic exercise, issued a warning (http://bit.ly/2paOUv6) to
everyone in the health sector against using gradual exercise therapy to treat these
patients. In effect, the Danish Health Authority is adding insult to injury by
suggesting that ME patients’ “fear of exercise” is curable with
psychological/psychiatric support.
Earlier this year, the Danish Health Authority received letters from over 80 Danish
ME patients about their experiences with this disease. Reading through these
accounts, it becomes clear how these patients have experienced mistreatment
and worsening of their symptoms during exercise regimes. Did the Danish Health
Authority read these accounts?
In short, the Danish Health Authority’s approach to Myalgic Encephalomyelitis
contradicts both the experience of patients and the biomedical research into and
knowledge of this disease. For how long and why will the Danish Health Authority
continue to turn a blind eye to this knowledge? The term “functional disorders”
contributes nothing to the situation except confusion about the proper name of
the disease and consistent mistreatment of ME patients.

Helle Rasmussen
ME patient since 1995
Former information consultant to the Danish ME Association
http://me-foreningen.dk/
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New Zealand
ANZMES - Support Group Leaders Meeting – Report.
ANZMES held our ME/CFS Fieldworkers and Leaders Meeting in
Auckland on August the 10th 2018 which has proved to be very successful,
gauging from the many positive comments we have received during and since the
meeting.
Our first speaker was psychologist Anna Friis. Anna focused on the power of
mindfulness and self-compassion. Right at the beginning of her presentation she
asked us how we would respond if we saw someone that we really cared about
suffering in some way; for example the person may be ill or may have received
some bad news, or failed in some way by e.g. losing their job. Anna said that our
natural response is to treat the person with tenderness and care.
We do this in a number of ways; for example, through our body posture, through
our words and the tone of our voice. I had automatically put myself in the
situation of the responder, but when Anna told us that we should treat ourselves
in the same manner, it really hit home to me (and I am sure to everyone else
there) that we don’t treat ourselves in the same way. Throughout the presentation
Anna unpacked all of the ways that we can be kind to ourselves when we are ill
or are facing difficult situations. I am sure that all of the field workers and leaders
will be sharing those techniques with their clients in the coming weeks as they are
so very valuable.
The next slot saw Support Groups sharing about what role they play within their
communities. This proved to be a good catalyst for networking and sharing
positive and effective tools with one another to empower leaders to do the very
best they can for their communities.
After lunch physiotherapist Erin Holland answered the question “Is there a role
for physiotherapy and exercise in ME?” She emphasised that the principles of
treatment and an in-depth knowledge of ME/CFS need to be understood by the
Physio first. Most of the failure in the treatment of ME patients by Physios is due
to their lack of understanding of the illness. Erin mentioned the PACE trial which
was carried out in England in 2011 and how there had been a lot of negative
feedback for the trial due to the exacerbation of symptoms for ME/CFS patients.
She remarked that the trial was very cardiovascular orientated which did not help
in the recovery for patients. Erin said that Peter Rowe’s (USA) research revealed
that even very mild exercise for a lot of ME patients can create a real strain on
the body. We were all shown how even very minor manipulations of muscles and
nerves can create stresses which result in pain and fatigue for the ME patient.
Erin stressed that physiotherapists need to be very gentle in their approach taking
small steps in their treatment, being mindful not to overstretch nerves and
muscles which worsen symptoms.
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Erin prescribes breathing exercises and a specifically designed gentle exercise
programme for each ME/CFS patient where their symptoms are not exacerbated
at any time. Patients are educated on how the body responds and the importance
of retraining the nervous system which is a very slow progression of nonaggravating activities or exercise.
Next ANZMES Committee Member George Connolly facilitated a discussion on
how to deal with demanding or difficult people within support groups. George
works in University accommodation management and on a daily basis deals with
a range of social issues. He commented that these young people can be
demanding and difficult at times (which we all agreed was an understatement).
His role is a one-on-one interaction and learning how to navigate some very
tumultuous challenges. He began by saying that he didn’t believe that people were
difficult or demanding on purpose but that it was due to behaviours being reactive. There are a lot of causes for difficult behaviours.
We were all asked to separate into small groups to share our experiences that we
had had with difficult people and what effect it was having on us. This discussion
proved to be very helpful as many of us had already put strategies in place to
minimise any disruption within groups. Next George outlined some important
points that groups could take on board to help minimise any problems. He
suggested that new groups should establish rules right at the outset so that clear
boundaries can be set up to help prevent problems later on.
Lastly Dr Vallings gave us an update on ME/CFS Research from the “International
Invest in ME conference” which was held in London on June the 1st. The
conference was introduced by Dr Ian Gibson who is a retired member of
parliament and originally worked as a physician. Ian is very well informed on the
latest developments in research on ME/CFS and made the statement that
researchers are very close to a “eureka moment”.
Dr Vallings said there is a feeling among all researchers that they are on the
verge of a breakthrough in the final understanding of the illness. She said that
Beth Unger who is very high up in disease control in the USA brought everyone
up to date regarding the education of doctors and health care providers in the
USA. There is a lot more money being poured into research now in the United
States which is very encouraging. A lot of emphasis is being put on educating
paediatricians due to the number of younger children who are contracting the
disease.
Vickie Whittemore was another powerful speaker at the conference and holds a
high position in the National Institute of Health, which is a huge research
organisation in the States. There is a lot of money available for research through
this institute and it is not just for America but this money can be applied for by
others who are carrying out any research throughout the world. The National
Institute of Health (NIH) is holding a large conference in March next year which
will host people from all around the world.
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Another speaker at the conference was a Dr Avindra Nath who is one of the
clinical directors of the NIH, USA. This is the only hospital in the world that is
totally dedicated to research so a person can only be admitted there if they are
part of a research programme.
They are now doing research on ME/CFS and results from their studies will
probably be reported on at the next ‘Invest in ME Conference’ next year. Dr
Vallings went on to describe other research that was reported which was very
well received by all.
All in all a successful and enjoyable Meeting which was appreciated by all.

Reported by Debbie Cleland
National Administrator for ANZMES.
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Norway
Things are not quite as good in Norway as the impression has
been. After RituxME came out negative, some seem to jump to
the conclusion that ME cannot be physical...
Is this your representative?
Some time ago, Nina Andresen joined the Norwegian ME Association’s facebookgroup. She told the members that she had recovered from CFS/ME and that she
had started a separate, closed fb-group for those who had recovered from
CFS/ME. Everyone was most welcome. The group was going to be a place for hope
and positive stories of recovery and it quickly gained hundreds of hopeful
members who suffered from ME.
The recovery method that Andresen told the members about was, among other
things, Lightning Process. Lightning Process is defined as alternative treatment by
the Norwegian Directorate of Health, The Consumer Authority and NAFKAM
(National Research Centre in Complementary and Alternative Medicine) and is
potentially very harmful to ME-patients.
She also recommended the book "Radical remission – nine keys to spontaneous
healing" by Kelly A. Turner. The book is about cancer patients who have been
miraculously healed by, inter alia, the quack John of God in Brazil.
The 9 keys are:
To change the diet radically
Take control of your health
Following your intuition
Use herbs and supplements
Release suppressed feelings
Increase positive feelings
Embrace social support
Develop the spiritual connection
Have strong reasons for living.
Andresen wrote in a comment about the book that one ”Can draw many parallels
to CFS/ME both to the resistance to recovery as a phenomenon, but also to what
these stories contain of healing factors”.
Eventually, it became clear that Andresen was employed as a psychologist at the
ME-Centre at Aker Hospital (part of Oslo University Hospital).
Several of the group’s members reacted to these conflicting roles. Those who
made critical questions about the recovery methods were thrown out of the group,
because critical comments were not allowed.
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Several notes of concern were sent about this, and the County Governor of Oslo
and Akershus found it so serious that he forwarded the matter to the Norwegian
Board of Health. A supervisory case was established; however, the case was
suspended, justified by the fact that health professionals have freedom of speech.
The group was closed down and Nina Andresen is now employed by NAV (the
Norwegian Labour and Welfare Administration).
Read more here (in Norwegian, please use automatic translation): The Norwegian
ME
Association
cannot
validate
alternative
treatments/medicine
(http://bit.ly/2paInR6)
On September 13th–14th, the National Competence Unit for CFS/ME and the
Norwegian Association of Physiotherapists arranged a seminar on CFS/ME. Nina
Andresen was to represent the Norwegian ME patients and hold a presentation
about “Users ‘perspective: Recovered from CFS/ME – my own experiences as a
patient”. Link to full programme (in Norwegian) (http://bit.ly/2OtnnAf)
Advice for treatment
The Advisory Unit for CFS/ME is responsible for informing health officials and
support systems about ME. They shall give advice on treatment and how-to best
care for ME patients. Therefore, it is natural that the Physiotherapist Association
rely on the information and recommendations provided by the AdvisoryUnit.
The Director of The National Advisory Unit on CFS/ME, Mrs.Ingrid B. Helland, is
quoted by the Medical news site ”DagensMedisin”, about a study where sick
children were treated with the Lightning Process that – ”These are very exciting
results (http://bit.ly/2OtnnAf).” and "I think it's important that patients get both
the Lightning Process training programme, and the support and follow-up from
physicians and health professionals.
My comment at DagensMedisin
(http://bit.ly/2pdFA9Y)

on

the

study

here.

(Norwegian)

Professionals affiliated with the Advisory Unit are making several contributions to
the seminar, and psychologist Nina Andresen is invited to represent the MEpatients.
Andresen is in a unique position; she is both a private person and publicly
employed in a position with direct impact on the patient group, and she is both a
healthcare professional and a former patient. Therefore, she falls outside ofthe
regulations for marketing of alternative treatment (http://bit.ly/2OqWYml) while,
as a healthcare professional, she has freedom of speech. Now, she will inform and
influence the physiotherapists.
Read more here: ”13-year-old
(http://bit.ly/2NIPZbx)
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attempted

suicide

after

ME

course”

Is Nina Andresen your representative as an ME patient?
Do you find it okay that the leader of the National Advisory Unit for CFS/ME says
she wants Lightning Process as a treatment for ME patients?
No?
Link to information about the petition that demands the management of the
National Advisory Unit to leave their office. (English)
http://bit.ly/2Qz0DjF
http://bit.ly/2QALq1w
Thanks for your support.

Written by Nina E. Steinkopf
ME-patient and author of http://www.melivet.com
Original article (Norwegian): http://bit.ly/2MCEPjH
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Scotland
Scottish Lib.Dems Pass Motion for ME, with Amendment
ME history was made this week in the historic capital of Scotland
when delegates at the Scottish Liberal Democrats autumn
conference voted to support conference motion SC5: Investing in ME –
Recognition, Research, and Education. So, it’s official, the motion, drawn up in
consultation with #MEAction-Scotland, is now party policy. It is a hugely
encouraging result and one that will hopefully pave the way for other political
parties in Scotland and the UK to follow.
#MEAction Scotland had a stand at the event, and our team of volunteers worked
hard throughout the day to provide information and educate MSPs and voting
party members.
The motion, moved by party member Emma Walker and summated by Alex
Cole-Hamilton, MSP, called for NHS Scotland to:
Remove Graded Exercise Therapy (GET) and Cognitive Behavioural Therapy
(CBT) from the Scottish Good Practice Statement (SGPS) and for their
abolition as treatments for ME from all healthcare services across Scotland;
For investment from the Scottish Chief Scientist Office in a biomedical
research program directly in proportion to the burden of disease;
For the Scottish Government to invest in a centre of excellence (focusing on
research and care), and;
For the Scottish Government to review NHS Education Scotland’s approach
to training and educational material before committing to a programme of
GP training and education in ME across the country.
An amendment to the motion was considered in two parts: the first of which called
for pacing to be included in the SGPS as an evidence-based treatment, and the
second called for the retention of CBT in the SGPS. In her speech to conference,
Emma Walker urged delegates to vote against the amendments and the first
part of the amendment fell (i.e. was unsuccessful). However, the second part of
the amendment was approved, albeit by the slimmest of margins – a single vote.
Conference then voted overwhelmingly to support the motion (as amended)
meaning that it now becomes official Scottish Liberal Democrat party policy.
We hope that this is just the beginning and that other political parties in Scotland
and in the UK can be persuaded to table motions about ME at their own party
conferences. This isn’t necessarily as daunting as it might at first sound – after
all, the Lib Dem motion came about as the result of a conversation at the school
gates! (Read about this here: http://bit.ly/2NSD2Mb).

Source: ME Action http://bit.ly/2Dk9Vh0
Watch the Motion: http://bit.ly/2MLxpe0
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The Netherlands
The last three months did not see a lot of interesting
developments in the field of ME.
*On July 11th, three patient organizations (ME/CFS Association, Steungroep ME
en Arbeidsongeshiktheid and the ME/CFS Foundation) had a meeting with three
representatives of the Minister of Health, Bruno Bruins. In addition, the Groep
ME Den Haag whose successful civil initiative "Acknowledge ME as a bio-medical
condition" actually led to this moment, had also been invited, as well as a small
association that did not prepare any input beforehand. More about this under the
heading Dutch Citizens' Initiative.
*On August 8th - Severe ME Day and the whole week that included that day, the
relatively new ME info channel ME Centraal dedicated articles to the very serious
cases of ME every day. At the same time, it celebrated its two-year anniversary,
and now after those two years, it has become impossible to erase its presence
from the ME climate in the Netherlands and Belgium.
*On September 4th, the tv channel NPO2 broadcasted a program about chronic
fatigue, which served as a mockery of ME patients in the Netherlands. It started
with a list of articles which first created the impression that they were (also) about
ME, however, they ended up gradually heading towards the BPS approach. Despite
many patients having explained to the producers the distinction between ME and
CF(S), the producers chose to allow Hans Knoop, his British friend Michael
Sharpe and even Simon Wessely to speak, dead-set on defending CGT.
Additionally, agreements regarding recordings with seriously ill patients were not
held up, and they ended up with no more correspondence. Lou Corsius, father
of a severily ill ME sufferer, as well as ME Centraal have presented the
aforementioned broadcaster with a letter of protest and are yet to receive a formal
response.
*On September 25th, an educational meeting about ME for physical therapists
was planned, organized by Millions Missing Holland. Circumstances have led to
this meeting being postponed, and the new time and date are still unknown.
In the Netherlands, too, it is noticeable how the BPS lobby is fighting tooth and
nail against change in the ME -limate, which doesn't seem to be avoidable in the
long run.
*Halfway September, David Tuller gave a couple of speed visits to several
severily ill ME patients in the Netherlands, like Céline and Anil, and made their
day.
What an amazing gesture...
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United Kingdom
News from ME Research UK
In May, ME Research UK awarded funding for a new research project
looking at activation of the immune system in the brains of people
with ME/CFS:
Tracking peripheral immune cell infiltration of the brain in ME
Many of the characteristic symptoms of ME/CFS suggest that the immune system
is activated in the brains of people with the illness.
The main hypothesis behind a newly funded project, led by Prof. Jarred Younger
at the University of Alabama, is that the blood–brain barrier is damaged in
ME/CFS, allowing activated immune cells from elsewhere in the body to infiltrate
the brain. These cells push the immune system of the brain into an activated and
inflammatory state, so driving the symptoms.
To investigate whether this is happening, Prof. Younger and his team plan to
track peripheral immune cells and see whether they do indeed break the blood–
brain barrier and infiltrate the brain.
This is quite a challenge, and the team has developed a new technique where they
will take a sample of the patients’ own peripheral immune cells, label them with a
radioisotope and inject them back into the patients. The investigators will then
use positron emission scanning to track the cells and detect whether they enter
the brain. The plan is to study 15 women with ME/CFS and 10 age-matched
healthy control women.
As well as advancing our understanding of the pathogenesis of ME/CFS and the
role of the immune system, the results of this study may indicate whether
neuroinflammation is a worthwhile target for treatment of the illness.
Read more on ME Research UK’s website: http://bit.ly/2K2v1SX
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13. Petitions
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Help Norwegian ME-Patients
The petition is addressed to the Norwegian Ministry of Health and Care Services
and below is an English translation – for our international supporters:
Link to the petition here: http://bit.ly/2D353MV
The management for the National Advisory Unit on CFS/ME must resign.
“Even though the cause of ME isn’t yet discovered, the biomedical research clearly
shows that ME is a physical disease. However, the management for the National
Advisory Unit on CFS/ME still upholds the biopsychosocial model and mixes ME
with other conditions. This leads to wrong treatments and inadequate help to MEpatients.
The National Advisory Unit’s views are based on research where the patient
selection is a mix of different conditions such as burnout, depression or
overtraining in athletes. The results of these studies can’t be transferred directly
to ME-patients. ME-patients deteriorate and suffer from the treatments the
advisory unit recommends, and their approach is harming the patients.
ME-patients are entitled to evidence-based treatments and we demand that the
management for the National Advisory Unit on CFS/ME is replaced with a new one
that:
keeps up to date on biomedical research
uses strict diagnostic criteria for ME and distinguish ME from other conditions
provides correct and up to date information to the healthcare system
takes ME-patients seriously and
acknowledges that ME is a physical disease
ME-patients and their families lack faith in the management for the National
Advisory Unit on CFS/ME.
We demand that the management for the National Advisory Unit on CFS/ME
resigns.
Link to the petition here: http://bit.ly/2D353MV.
English guideline to sign the petition below
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Thank you for your support.
Nina E. Steinkopf
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ME As Defined By ICC
Reasons Why #PwME Should Sign the Petition to HHS for Recognition of ME as
Defined by ICC
Petition in English here: http://bit.ly/2xjbjuF
Other languages: see bottom of this article
“I don’t recall anything in the IOM report that states that the term myalgic
encephalomyelitis, or ME, can not be used to describe who meets published ME
criteria” – Lucinda Bateman – Global Chronicle 009 p 24 (http://bit.ly/2NL2nI0)
The Institute of Medicine/systemic exertion intolerance disease (IOM/SEID)
criteria which the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) is currently
promoting on their website and to medical professionals for diagnostic purposes
does not define the distinct disease myalgic encephalomyelitis (ME). The National
Institutes of Health is inaccurately recommending the use of the diagnostic
IOM/SEID criteria as one of several choices of research criteria for studies at the
NIH-funded ME/CFS Consortium Centers. Some NIH-funded researchers are
already incorrectly selecting people for their studies using the IOM/SEID
diagnostic criteria.
The criteria for chronic fatigue syndrome (CFS-Fukuda), systemic exertion
intolerance disease (SEID-IOM) and the deceptive combination ‘ME/CFS’ do not
define the disease ME.
What is ME?
Myalgic Encephalomyelitis (ME) is an acquired distinct disease, recognized and
defined by international ME experts (Ramsay Criteria, Canadian Consensus
Criteria (CCC), and the International Consensus Criteria (ICC). ME is classified as
a neurological disease by the World Health Organization (WHO). ME has appeared
in 50+ outbreaks worldwide and in sporadic form – severely disabling millions of
men, women, and children worldwide. It is a polio-like disease attacking the
nervous system, reactivating viruses, and causing muscle weakness and pain. It
becomes systemic, eventually affecting many body systems such as the immune,
endocrine, metabolic, energy systems, and the heart.
What is CFS/SEID?
CFS and SEID are government constructed vague entities defined based on the
common subjective symptom fatigue. HHS has repeatedly attempted to control
the narrative about this disease with creations of overly vague definitions and
demeaning names. HHS hoped that with their efforts in obfuscating the scientific
and historical evidence, they will accomplish the disappearing of the disease (See
evidence in a document obtained via FOIA request here: http://bit.ly/23A8E8m).
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ME is not CFS
The 2015 IOM report states in its opening paragraph: “Myalgic encephalomyelitis
(ME) and chronic fatigue syndrome (CFS) are serious debilitating conditions that
impose a burden of illness on millions of people in the United States and around
the World.” (ME and CFS are described as two separate “conditions” – even though
ME is a distinct disease and CFS is an assortment of conditions which are based
on the subjective symptom- fatigue)
The ICC definition for ME is based on neuroimmune pathology which is consistent
with the neurological classification of ME in WHO. It includes specific testing to
aid in diagnosis including immunological and cardiology testing.
The IOM/SEID definition does not demand any neurological nor immune
dysfunction. It is a simple checklist of 4 out 0f 5 subjective symptoms common to
many chronic illnesses and does not require specific testing for diagnosis.
Reasons to Insist on Recognition of ME as per the ICC:
Vague criteria such as the CDC’s Fukuda and IOM/SEID result in many
people misdiagnosed with the disease. This harms everyone involved.
Those who suffer from another condition will be stuck with a wrong diagnosis
and wrong treatments. Those with the actual disease will get
recommendations for inappropriate and possibly harmful treatments such
as graded exercise therapy (GET) and cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT).
The ICC, unlike the IOM/SEID definition, does not require a 6-month waiting
period for diagnosis. The sooner one gets diagnosed, the sooner they can
get recommendations for appropriate treatments.
We know from
experience that the sooner pwME start treatments such as rest, antivirals,
immune modulators, the better their chances of improvements.
Unlike the IOM/SEID which includes the symptom of post-exertional malaise
(PEM), the ICC includes Postexertional neuroimmune exhaustion (PENE
pen′‐e) which is a more accurate description of what pwME experience. The
ICC acknowledges and addresses brain inflammation, whereas the
IOM/SEID states there is no evidence of brain inflammation.
The ICC was created for both – diagnostic and research purposes. The ICC
authors knew that HHS has misused the intention of previous criteria. They,
therefore, took the precaution of creating a set of criteria which could be
used for both. In direct opposition of what ME stakeholders were promised,
HHS is already recommending the use of their newest diagnostic criteria for
research purposes.
The problem with the use of overly broad criteria for research is that it
creates confusing results because it is not targetting a specific disease. The
lack of meaningful study results stunts scientific advances and
recommendations for appropriate treatments for the disease.
The IOM/SEID authors clarified that they did not take severe ME into
consideration when creating their criteria. It is impossible to accurately
define a disease by omitting 25% of the most severely affected. The
resulting simple checklist of common subjective symptoms in the IOM/SEID
does not describe ME.
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The IOM report states on page 23: “Because of the large number of results,
the committee reviewed only papers published during the past 10 years with
the understanding that older research is considered and cited in the
introduction and discussion sections of more recent literature.”
Dr.
Ramsay’s important work and the critical evidence of ME worldwide
outbreaks were not looked at by the IOM/SEID authors.
The ICC recommends specific testing to aid in diagnosis. The IOM/SEID does
not. The lack of directed testing will impede the ability of pwME to get
insurance to pay for particular tests for ME. Additionally, it will be
hard/impossible to get insurance coverage for ME treatments like antivirals
because the IOM/SEID criteria do not include any symptoms of viral or
inflammatory nature.
What You Can Do
ME is in danger of being erased by the efforts of HHS. Please take the time to
read, join the over 4,400 who already signed and sign the petition for recognition
of ME as per ICC. Please share widely. If each one of you gets another individual
to sign, we can double the number of signatures.
Petition
Petition
Petition
Petition
Petition
Petition

in
in
in
in
in
in

English here:
Dutch here:
French here:
Spanish here:
Italian here:
German here:

http://bit.ly/2xjbjuF
http://bit.ly/2MC4gSH
http://bit.ly/2peaZJ2
http://bit.ly/2NO6gfa
http://bit.ly/2QCXuz4
http://bit.ly/2D3BGKs

Gabby Klein, September 7, 2018
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Call For Change
After the debate - CALL FOR CHANGE for ME patients
petition to Health Secretary Matt Hancock
Sign here: http://bit.ly/2xvr2Gb
The 21st June 2018 saw a truly amazing debate on ME research and treatment in
the UK Parliament. Now with real hope for the first time, patients have got
together to clearly lay out their hopes for the future, in a Call for Change to the
UK government.
The full Call for Change submission can be viewed and downloaded here, though
signatures are still being added. Call for Change document: http://bit.ly/2tXC31k
Signatures are invited from the worldwide ME/CFS community. Signing this
petition shows your support of the full content of the Call for Change document.
Patient organisations may back this Call for Change by emailing your name,
website and logo to RColourMusic@hotmail.com.
Let's unite with a powerful voice that cannot be ignored!

Robin Brown started this petition to Health Secretary Matt Hancock
- last week the number of signatories exceeded 5.000
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Netflix - Afflicted
An open letter (http://bit.ly/2piAnh4) calling for
Netflix to remove the docuseries, Afflicted, from its
site was issued yesterday, signed by more than 40
writers, activists, artists, filmmakers, physicians,
and scientists - including Monica Lewinsky, Lena
Dunham, Stanford geneticist Ron Davis and Nobel
Laureate Mario Carpecchi. It is accompanied by a
petition (http://bit.ly/2NTsZ9L) anyone can sign.
"We are deeply concerned about [Afflicted's] unethical treatment of its subjects
and its many factual errors and
omissions," explains the letter to
the
Netflix
executives.
"Its
inclusion on your platform —
which reaches three hundred
million viewers worldwide — will
reinforce barriers to appropriate
medical care or disability benefits,
dampen the support of vital
research, and add to the stigma
and social isolation of an already
profoundly marginalized group of
people."
Other signers include: Designer Ally Hillfiger, disability rights advocates
Laurence Carter- Long and Judy Heumann, author Julie Rehmeyer,
#MEAction Executive Director and Unrest Director, Jennifer Brea, Director of
Institute for Neuro-Immune Medicine, Nancy Klimas, and many more.
#MEAction has launched a petition in solidarity with the open letter's call for Netflix
to take down the docuseries. Sign this petition to endorse the letter. All signatures
will be sent to Netflix.
#MEAction is deeply disappointed that the producers did not take the opportunity
to delve into the truth of these diseases, as documented by the medical literature
and patient experience, and, instead, chose to contribute to the stigmatization
and shaming of people with ME, Lyme disease and mold and chemical sensitivities.
Join us in solidarity with the chronic illness community.
Fighting together for truth,

Ben HsuBorger
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14. Events
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Second
Annual
Community
Symposium On The Molecular
Basis Of ME/CFS
Second Annual Community Symposium on the Molecular Basis of ME/CFS
Paul Brest Hall
Stanford University
555 Salvatierra Walk
Palo Alto, CA
Saturday, September 29, 2018
Registration for the free Symposium livestream is still open: http://bit.ly/2MN0lq7
Speakers for the Second Annual Community Symposium on the Molecular Basis
of ME/CFS at Stanford University sponsored by Open Medicine Foundation on
Saturday, September 29.
The following researchers will be presenting: Ronald W. Davis, PhD, Maureen
Hanson, PhD, Jonas Bergquist, MD, PhD, Wenzhong Xiao, PhD, Alain
Moreau, PhD, Ronald G. Tompkins, MD, ScD, Jarred Younger, PhD, Oystein
Fluge, MD, PhD, and Michael Sikora.
The event will
begin at 9:00 AM Pacific Time and will
conclude at 5:00 PM Pacific Time.
Patients, parents, researchers, clinicians, family and friends are invited to register
to watch all or part of the program from anywhere in the world. (Recordings will
be available after the event too.)
Please share this announcement to help ensure the worldwide ME/CFS community
can join us for this unique experience. And join the social media conversation by
adding the hashtag #MECFS18 (http://bit.ly/2Ow8nSd) to your posts about the
Symposium.

More info: https://www.omf.ngo/community-symposium-2
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RME’s Yearly Conferences 2018
RME’s yearly conferences 2018 – Stockholm & Gothenburg
For the eleventh year in a row, ME/CFS conferences with internationally renowned
researchers and doctors are being organized by RME Sweden.
This year they offer two major events, one in Stockholm and one in Gothenburg,
plus an exciting round table conversation in Stockholm with specially invited
participants. All together, the lecturers have a unique experience with the patient
group. The conferences are meant primarily for caregivers, researchers, politicians
and the media. Some of the presentations will be in English and followed by a
short Q&A session. There’s a limited number of seats. The participation is free.
STEG FÖR STEG (Step by Step) - Current research and possible treatment
Stockholm, October 17, 2018
Moderator: Dr. Michel Silvestri
12:30 Registration, exchange of conference material
13:00 Opening of the conference, Henrik Fransson, Managing Director
RME Stockholm & Ella Bohlin, KD Barn- och äldrelandstingsråd, SLL
13:10 Neuroinflammatory declaration models for ME/CFS, Prof Jonas
Bergquist, Uppsala University
13:40 Immunometabolism and ME/CFS, Prof Anders Rosén, Linköpings
University
14:10 Analysis of the Rituximab study and other immunological findings.
Researchers from Bergen University
15:00 Post Exertional Malaise, Dr Katarina Lien, Oslo University Hospital
15:30 Advances in ME/CFS Research in USA, Dr Zaher Nahle, ANRF, USA
16:00 Clinical operations and research at the ME Centre, Bragée Clinics, Dr
Björn Bragée, MD & Dr Bo Bertilson MD, PhD
16:30 Panel debate
The conference is a joint venture between Riksförbundet für ME-patents (RME)
and RME Stockholm. If you have any questions please contact:
stockholm@rme.nu
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STEG FÖR STEG (Step by Step) - Current research and possible treatment
Gothenburg, October 18, 2018
Moderator: Peter Währborg, Smärthjälpen
12:30 Registration, exchange of conference material
13:00 Opening of the conference, Klas Gillberg, Managing Director RME
Väst
13:10 Neuroinflammatory declaration models for ME/CFS, Prof Jonas
Bergquist, Uppsala University
13:40 Immunometabolism and ME/CFS, Prof Anders Rosén, Linköpings
University
14:10 Analysis of the Rituximab study and other immunological findings,
Researchers from Bergen University
15:00 Post Exertional Malaise, Dr Katarina Lien, Oslo University Hospital
15:30 Advances in ME/CFS Research in USA, Dr Zaher Nahle, ANRF, USA
16:30 Panel debate
This conference is a joint venture between Riksförbundet for ME-patients (RME)
and RME Väst. If you have any questions, please contact: vast@rme.nu

After submitting your application you will receive a confirmation. For registration
in English, please contact: kerstin.heiling@rme.nu
“All ME/CFS patients dream of getting back a functioning, active life! New research
can give patients a second chance. I think that we will soon be able to understand,
and hopefully to slow down ME/CFS, which is an extremely disabling disease. Now,
research goes ahead - step by step!"

Kerstin Heiling, Chairman of RME
Source: http://rme.nu/konferens
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First Do No Harm
Management of M.E. –Adult & Paediatric
Conference evening in Belfast, NI
Monday September 17, 2018, 6:00-10:00 PM
Keynote speaker: José Montoya
The event was hosted by Robbie Butler, MLA (Member of the Legislative
Assembly of Northern Ireland). Dr. Michael McBride, Chief Medical Officer for
Northern Ireland, opened the event.
Speakers:
Dr. W.R.C. Weir. NHS Infectious Disease Consultant with a special interest in
M.E. and fibromyalgia, on'The Diagnostic Dilemma'
Jose Montoya, MD Stanford University on"Myalgic Encephalomyelitis/Chronic
Fatigue Syndrome: An Unfolding Story of Scientific Discoveries and Future
Targeted Treatment"
Natalie Boulton (together with her son Josh producer of the ‘classic’ MEdocumentary Voices from the Shadows), Dr. Peter Rowe MD and Dr. Nigel
Speight, on ME/CFS: Children & Young People - Diagnosis, Symptoms and
Controversies and ME/CFS: Children & Young People - Management
Conference DVDs will be available within soon.

Paula Bradshaw, MLA, also
(http://bit.ly/2D8BQjE)

attended and wrote

on her

own fb-wall

Myalgic Encephalomyelitis (M.E.)
Last night I attended an event organised by Hope 4 M.E. & Fibro NI. Totally
fascinating and encouraging to hear the research and quests to better understand
M.E., its causes and, in turn, potential, effective, treatment pathways.
Like so many conditions, M.E. is very difficult to diagnose - it is usually done
through a clinical diagnosis: often through elminating other potential conditions,
and in the absense of positive investigative tests or scans.
The key speaker last night was Dr Jose Montoya from Stanford University, he
spoke about so many aspects of M.E., including the "Proposed Diagnostic Criteria
for M.E. / Chronic Fatigue Syndrome" as developed by the Institute of Medicine in
the U.S.”
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Ethan Lowry, physiotherapist, also gave a short talk and wrote the day after:
Hi all, for those who were not at the last meeting in Mourne Country hotel, my
name is Ethan Lowry. I am a physiotherapist and researcher specifically
researching fibromyalgia. At the end of my talk, I explained a wee bit about what
my research involves. We are essentially investigating how an individual’s diet
may affect their fibromyalgia symptoms.
The first stage of this research involves an online survey. To my knowledge, no
other survey like this has been carried out in the UK and it is our hope that it will
provide us with some very valuable data. The survey can be completed by anyone
18 years and older but they MUST have an official diagnosis of fibromyalgia (not
a suspected diagnosis). The survey is entirely anonymous.
I want to thank anyone in advance for their interest in completing this, and to
Joan and everyone else involved in running this wonderful group. You are
contributing to very worthwhile research.
I want to encourage you to forward this on to anyone who meets the above
criteria. Please share the link via messenger or email and post it to other groups.
The more responses we have the better.
You can find the link to the research here: http://bit.ly/2DcH0eC

Source of all information: http://bit.ly/2xxPRBA
Edited & composed by the editors
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NCNED International Conference
On ME/CFS
November 26-27, 2018
Crowne Plaza Surfers Paradise, QLD, Australia
The CFS/ME International Conference 2018 is to be held on the 26-27 November
at the Crowne Plaza Surfers Paradise, QLD
Featuring international and national keynote speakers, this 2-day conference will
showcase the latest research, achievements and developments in diagnostic
testing and the treatment of chronic fatigue syndrome whilst providing a forum
for international research leadership.
Abstracts Submission is now open until 28 September, 2018 and Early Bird
Registration closes 15 October, 2018.
Book now to ensure you don’t miss out!
Our research, innovation and discovery (RID) focused conference is uniting
industry researchers and academics to advance research in the field of CFS/ME.
The conference will showcase the research achievements of the National Centre
for Neuroimmunology & Emerging Diseases, developments in diagnostic tests,
discoveries in treatment and provide a forum for international research leadership.

More details to be found http://bit.ly/2K2RRqw
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15. Poem
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16. Column - Your own value
People can be infuriating. People can tell you that you are wrong about your own
experience. That if only you were braver, bolder, cleverer, or otherwise different
you’d be more. Whether the more they have in mind is more well, more sane or
more able.

They are not willing to see the value of people who aren’t like them. You’re sick,
so you can’t work, and they don’t know how to value your kindness or how to
understand your strength. Or maybe your brain isn’t gentle with you, and they
don’t see that you grow flowers despite that, or write songs, or create art so
stunning that the people who see it feel like you have cut the sky open and mined
the diamonds from the stars to make it real.
Or maybe even breathing hurts you, moving more so, and they have no ability to
measure your breaths like they are as heavy and valuable as gold, and see your
turning over in your bed as a triumph of existing, still existing, against the odds
that you are facing. Or perhaps you’re poor and hungry and they think you should
be able to make bread out of thin air, and then, even if you master such a
conjuring, they will expect you to make better bread with spoiled ingredients,
while you pull yourself up by the bootstraps of the boots you don’t even own.
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It hurts. I know it hurts. When people try to make you feel as though if you tried
harder, the locked door would open and you’d go straight through it. As though it
is your fault, that you are trapped on one side of it, and you haven’t done more
than they will ever know, with crowbars, and hammering, and hurling yourself
against it, and using every kind of locksmith you could find.
It hurts to be misunderstood, and to have the pain that only you have experienced
diminished and dismissed. To have your attempts at the overcoming of your
troubles turned, somehow, through the sleight of hand of someone else, into a
failure. As though success is a synonym for perfection and not to be found in the
messy and beautiful courage of surviving in a deeply imperfect world.
But that is not your failure, it is theirs. It is a failure of their grace, and their
humanity and oh, perhaps most toweringly of all, it is a supreme failure of their
imagination.
I saw someone doing that to someone else today. I saw them utterly dismiss
another human being, wipe away the immense suffering they didn’t want to see,
and then issue condemnation before they offered instructions on how an adversity
they had never encountered ought to be faced.
And we’ve all had those moments. When a stranger, or a friend or someone we
love dearly has demonstrated they do not understand our experience. Moments
that either hit us full in the face and leave their fingerprints, or subtly sneak into
our souls.
Moments that contain such sudden, unexpected loneliness and sorrow, that they
make us feel all the breaks in ourselves with absolute clarity, and even sometimes
bring us shame, as we realise “This person who matters doesn’t get it after all”,
and worse still “if someone truly believes this, what if they are right?”.
I’m not sure there are ideal reactions to such moments but I have two that comfort
me. The first response is compassion blended a little bit with pity. Not too much
of either, but some, because they can’t know what they don’t know, and because
perhaps everyone is stupid about the pain they don’t have, sometimes.
More than that though, I believe that one of the worst afflictions for another
human being to be carrying is a lack of empathy. They earn a smidgen of my pity
for the lifetime of that lack that they will face. That kind of break in a person really
doesn’t get to heal.
The second response is to quietly and sincerely in the deep red recesses of my
still beating heart, hold myself steady and to think quite firmly in their direction,
with or without a few swear words to begin with, the word “NO”. And then, “I do
not accept what you have just said.”
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Don’t you ever accept what they just said.
Because they are wrong.
Because you don’t have time to be weighed down by their damage and their
nonsense.
Or with the anger you will feel as you try to justify yourself to them.
It is ok to expect better.
It is ok to know you do not deserve to be treated that way.
It is ok to remember that your best effort is enough and to defy anyone to take a
better shot at walking in your shoes.
You’re lovely.
You don’t need anyone who makes you feel small telling you who you are, and, to
be clear, they wouldn’t know who you are if you put it on a billboard. Or you wrote
it in lights.
Also, and as a final safeguard against thoughtlessness, some of us will always be
available to pelt them with the fruit of your choice if you need that. Just in case.
I may not have much of an overarm swing, but my aim is true and I will offer no
mercy with my soaring punnets-ful of justice.
I can think of a few inventive things I could do with a pineapple in a sudden
emergency, as well actually....

Sarah Louise Fittall Jordan
http://bit.ly/2xiNBOc
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17. Connecting You To M.E.
Leonard A. Jason, Ph.D. DePaul University - Chicago, USA
“The future of the field is in connecting the many patient and
scientific groups into one larger body that is united for change.
Any events that bring people together across countries and
organizations should be promoted.

“The message is simple, we have more impact with numbers, and when we
flex our collective muscles, then we become a movement like the civil
rights, women’s and disability revolutions of the 60s, 70s and 80s.”

The HIV/AIDS groups changed policy throughout the world, but they did it by
keeping their focus on critical issues and demanding change, and although the
voices in that movement were also divided, for a few things like increased funding
and provision of services, they were all together.”
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